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ABSTRACT

Overcoming “Liability of Newness” of International New Ventures:
The Role of Flexibility

by

CHEN Yuqing

Master of Philosophy

Riding on the trend of globalization, a large number of new ventures have emerged
deploying resources in multiple country markets so as to arrive at a competitive
advantage. Studies that focus on such international new ventures grew to become a
distinct research area: "international Entrepreneurship" that attracts much research
attention but leaves a core issue namely "liability of newness" unaddressed. About 50
years ago, Stinchcombe (1965) coined this term to explain that most new ventures fail
because their founders cannot switch their roles quickly enough to adapt to the
changing environment. Although previous empirical studies have examined the
entrepreneurial firms from the knowledge based view and organizational learning
theory and tried to account for the varied ability of these entrepreneurial firms in
switching roles in accordance of circumstances, little or no extant studies employs a
Resource-based View (RBV) approach. This study will focus on INVs from emerging
economics, trying to examine how INVs overcome liability of newness through
“flexibility” to gain good performance during their internationalization. Based on the
RBV of the firm, this study will address flexibility in form of a flexible configuration
of firm resources consisting of cognitive, structural, and strategic flexibility as the
predictors, arguing that these flexibilities would help INVs cope with liability of
newness by fostering various dynamic capabilities that have been found to improve
INVs’ performance. In addition, this study will focus on those INV firms located in
industrial clusters, and examine how an INV's network ties within an industrial cluster
moderate the relationships among flexibility and the involved dynamic capabilities.
This study collected a sample of 192 Chinese international new ventures, and structural
equation modeling was used to test the full model. The findings demonstrate that: (1)
all the three dimension of flexibilities have positive impact on international
performance; (2) exploratory learning capability and adaptive capability mediate
flexibility-international performance relationship while information acquisition
capability does not; and (3) an INV’s network ties positively moderates both cognitive
flexibility-information acquisition capability relationship and information acquisition

capability-exploratory learning capability relationship while negatively moderates
information acquisition capability-adaptive capability relationship. On the basis of
current findings, implications and future research directions are drawn.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 International New Ventures
Over the last four decades, globalization of economies has taken place all over
the world. By 2012, the amount of world trade in both goods and service reached up
to 22.5 trillion dollars, while the total amount of global GDP was 71.707 trillion
(World Bank, 2013). Notably, the value of world trading activities added up to almost
one third of the global GDP. Globalization spreads and receives continuous impetus
from two sources, consisting of outward foreign direct investment (OFDI) activities of
multinational enterprises (MNEs) and exporting activities of small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) (Brokaw, 1990; The Economist, 1992, 1993b; Gupta, 1989; Mamis,
1989).
Up to the late 1980s, academics and the general public alike used to attribute the
cause of globalization of economies to OFDI of MNEs and exporting activities of
SMEs (Cannon and Willis, 1981; Douglas et al., 1982). Academics and practitioners,
however, tended to overlook the increasing critical roles played by a large number of
INV firms that internalize their operations since early inception and capitalize on
multiple-country market scopes to gain competitive advantages (Jones et al., 2011).
Oviatt and McDougall's (1994) first define an international new venture as “a business
organization that, from inception, seeks to derive significant competitive advantage
from the use of resources and the sale of outputs in multiple countries”. These authors
identified international new ventures (INVs) as an important set of companies that
have assumed great prominence in the world economy, and asserted that they deserve
1

a lot more research attention.

1.2 INVs and The “Born Global” Phenomenon
The internationalization phenomenon is not new. It has been interpreted in light
of the Uppsala School of thought since the mid-1970s whereby researchers asserted
that export development activities could be expected to take place in a gradual and
sequential way (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977; Johanson & Vahlne, 1990). The involved
scholars (Bilkey, 1978; Cavusgil, 1980) also noted that before exploring the foreign
markets, firms should develop a stable domestic market first. This incremental pattern
of exporting activities, however, could not account for the rise of international new
ventures (INVs) that start to export to cover a large number of countries since their
early inception.
The new pattern of internationalization where INVs play a major role caught the
public’s attention as a result of the growing popularity of an eye-catching term. In 1993,
the term “Born Global” (BG) was first came up in a survey for The Australian
Manufacturing Council by consultants at McKinsey (McKinsey & Co. 1993; Rennie,
1993). In 1996 it was first discussed in a published paper (Knight & Cavusgil, 1996)
where the phenomenon of internationalization of businesses receives new attention
from academics, policy makers and practitioners alike. Clearly, drivers for Born
Globals cannot be accounted for by the incremental pattern of internationalization
under the traditional Uppsala School mentioned above (Bilkey 1978; Cavusgil 1980;
Johanson & Vahlne 1977; Johanson & Vahlne, 1990). Technically, in a world in which
2

information is so fluid and of high circulation, even the smallest firm has the ability to
reach foreign exporting markets, and getting the advantage to born global (Cavusgil,
1994). Practically, businessmen and policy makers are very much attracted by the
speed of internationalization by those Born Globals and seek to design the societal and
organizational systems that support this kind of organizational innovation paving the
way for speedy spreading of markets.

1.3 The Rise of “International Entrepreneurship” As a Distinct Research Domain
Evolving out of the scholarly research effort in the last two decades,
“International Entrepreneurship” (IE) has been established as a specific research area,
and various review papers identified its boundary, its sub-domains, as well as its future
research directions (Hisrich et al., 1997; Keupp and Gassmann, 2009; Knight and
Cavusgil, 1996, 2004, 2005; McDougall et al., 1994; Oviatt and McDougall, 1994,
2005; Zahra and George, 2002). Although research in International Entrepreneurship
had been criticized as fragmented or inconsistent, Jones et al.’s review work (2011)
recapped that IE is a young but quick-developing field. After reviewing 323 papers in
this area over the 1989–2009 timeframe, Jones et al. (2011) classified these previous
research works into three types consisting of: Entrepreneurial Internationalization
(emerged 1989), International Comparisons of Entrepreneurship (emerged 1990) and
Comparative Entrepreneurial Internationalization (emerged 2001).
It is worthwhile noting that economists have always regarded innovation and
entrepreneurship as the two engines behind economic growth and long-term
competitiveness of national economies (e.g. Wennekers & Thurik, 1999; Carree &
3

Thurik, 2010; Turon, 2007; Hill, 2014). In line with this notable economist thinking,
international entrepreneurship is taken as innovation on the part of the firm to going
global and selling its outputs in multiple countries in an attempt to derive significant
competitive advantage from its resources (Oviatt & McDougall, 1997). Given the
significant roles potentially played by INVs and BGs, it is not surprisingly to find
increasing research effort around them. Nonetheless, the bulk of studies in the extant
IE literature has been conducted under the context of developed countries (Jones et al.,
2011; Kiss et al., 2012), focused on the international entrepreneur activities in the
developed countries, and explored why and how INVs and BGs that originated from
developed countries, exported and performed. Only until very recently, research in
International Entrepreneurship in Emerging Economics (IEEE) attracts researchers’
attention.
Emerging market economies like China, India, Russia, Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico
etc. are playing an increasingly critical and indispensable part in the globalizing world.
In fact, they add together to account for a third of the world's 25 largest economies
(Kiss et al., 2012). Besides, according to World Bank (2011), the total GDP of the
world’s largest eight emerging economics will catch up with the eight most developed
countries by 2025. In view of the economic weight and significance of emerging
market economies on the world output and performance, commensurate research effort
is called for to examine international entrepreneurship from the latter. Kiss et al. (2012)
reviewed the literature of international entrepreneurship for firms coming out of the
emerging markets, and pointed to the need of much more further research in testing
4

generalization of findings concerning predictors of rapid internationalization of new
ventures from developed countries.

1.4 International Entrepreneurship in Emerging Market (IEEE)
In contrast to international new ventures from developed countries, their
counterparts from emerging markets are characterized as having a low level of
technological and marketing capabilities as well as operating in a much less developed
infrastructural and institutional environment at home (Aulakh, Kotabe, & Teegen,
2000; Uhlenbruck, Meyer, & Hitt, 2003). It means that the typical predictors for
successful INV, consisting of high-tech patented and brand-named products, financing
and other business services support from an open market economy, and government
policies support on innovation and entrepreneurship, are very often not applicable in
case of INV from emerging markets. It was reported that the emerging market has its
own specific characteristics departed from the developed ones such as low stocks of
financial capital but high stock of human capital, lack of technology innovation, etc.
(Manev and Manolova, 2010). This implies an urgent need for researchers to test if the
previous findings derived out of the International Entrepreneurship research in
developed economics is still valid when applied for emerging economics (Bruton et
al., 2008). It is thus interesting to explore into the research questions of why and how
international new ventures from emerging markets manage to grow and succeed in the
international markets.

5

1.5 Framework of this Study to Address Specific Gaps in IEEE Research
Based on a thorough literature review, two specific gaps concerning IEEE
research have been identified in this study. This study aims to fill these two voids in
the IE research domain.
First, international new ventures grew to become a distinct research area:
"international Entrepreneurship" that attracts much research attention but leaves a core
issue namely "liability of newness" unaddressed. About 50 years ago, Stinchcombe
(1965) coined this term to explain that most new ventures fail because their founders
cannot switch their roles quickly enough to adapt to the changing environment.
Although previous empirical studies have examined the entrepreneurial firms from the
knowledge based view (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Conner, 1991) and
organizational learning theory (March, 1991) and tried to account for the varied ability
of these entrepreneurial firms in switching roles in accordance of circumstances, little
or no extant studies employs a RBV approach. This study will focus on INVs from
emerging economics, trying to examine how INVs overcome liability of newness
through “flexibility” to gain good performance during their internationalization. Based
on the Resource-based View (RBV) of the firm, this study will address flexibility in
form of a flexible configuration of firm resources consisting of cognitive, structural,
and strategic flexibility as the predictors, arguing that these flexibilities would help
INVs cope with liability of newness by fostering various dynamic capabilities that
have been found to improve INVs’ performance.
Second, taking the network perspective, several studies (Casson, 1997; Al-Laham
6

& Souitaris, 2008; Prashantham, 2008; Presutti et al., 2007; Kiss & Danis, 2008) shed
their light on the roles of inter-firm networking activities and an entrepreneur’s
personal and social ties on the internationalization of INVs. Manolova et al. (2010)
argued that the entrepreneurs’ networking and inter-firm networking are positively
related to the INVs’ internationalization of businesses in Bulgaria. Musteen et al. (2010)
explored the relationship between CEO’s international ties and internationalization
speed and performance of SMEs. Zhou et al. (2007) examined social network
(specifically called “guanxi” in China) as a mediator between the relationship of INVs’
internationalization and their performance. Yet, there is a lack of studies that explores
INVs’ network positions in their own embedded industry clusters and how network
ties affects their internationalization performance. Framed within the Network
Perspective (Hammarkvist, Håkansson and Mattsson, 1982; Johanson & Mattsson,
1985; Håkansson, 1989; Axelsson & Easton, 1992), this study focused its lens on INVs
that have been located in industrial clusters. The current study assumed that the INV
firm and its position within the industrial cluster network could have endowed the firm
with some rare, inimitable, non-substitutable, and hence valuable resources that
together account for its competitive advantage when starting their foreign venturing
business. Yet, no edge lasts forever and strategic renewal has been emphasized in the
IE literature which refers to the process, content, and outcome of refreshment or
replacement of attributes of an organization that have the potential to substantially
affect its long-term prospects (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009). This study examined how
INV’s network ties may strengthen/weaken the relationships among flexibility and
7

various dynamic capabilities that ultimately affect INV’s performance.
The present study makes a twofold contribution to the IE literature. First, this
study ascertains the predictor role of flexibility in fostering different dynamic
capabilities that are critical for superior performance of INVs. Second, it uncovers the
potential contextual effect of an INV’s network ties within an industrial cluster in
strengthening/weakening the flexibility-capability linkages.

1.6 Research Objectives
This study has a threefold research objective:
1. It aims to find out the relative impacts of the INV firms’ different flexibility factors
(involving cognitive, structural, and strategic flexibilities) on its internationalization
consequences.
2. It aims to examine the mediating effects of various dynamic capabilities (i.e.
information acquisition, exploratory learning and adaptive capabilities) over the
linkage between the flexibility predictors and internationalization consequences.
3. It aims to discover the moderating roles of network ties in strengthening/weakening
the relationships among flexibilities and the dynamic capabilities under study.

8

CHAPTER2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter is consisted of two parts. The first part presents a literature review
on flexibility, its importance, concept development, and challenges. Flexibility, as a
kind of firm-specific resource which is critical for international entrepreneurial firms’
success, will be introduced in detail. The second part presents a theoretical model used
in this study. Underlying theories are discussed in details.

2.1 Resource-based view and Flexibility
2.1.1 Resource-based view
Resource-based view is an approach to achieving competitive advantage that
emerged in 1980s and 1990s, after the major works published by Wernerfelt (1986). It
is argued that organizations should look inside the company to find the sources of
competitive advantage instead of looking at competitive environment for it. As a basis
for the competitive advantage of a firm, resource-based view lies primarily in the
application of a bundle of valuable tangible or intangible resources at the firm's
disposal (Mwailu & Mercer, 1983; Wernerfelt, 1984; Rumelt, 1984; Penrose, 1959).

2.1.2 Flexibility under the Resource-based View
Few works has explored about how entrepreneurial firms can capitalize on
specific resources that relate to distinctive capabilities to achieve superior international
performance. (Lu et al., 2010). To address this research gap, Lu et al (2010) combined
the RBV with the capability-building perspective of rent creation (Amit & Schoemaker,
9

1993; Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Ethiraj et al., 2005; Makadok, 2001; Teece et al.,
1997) to explore how firm-specific resources lead to successful internationalization
through different capabilities. In Lu et al.’s work (2010), institutional capital and
managerial ties are the critical firm-specific resources that drive two capabilities
namely: information acquisition capabilities and adaptive capabilities to have an
ultimate impact on an INV’s international performance.
In this study, flexibility is investigated as a kind of firm-specific entrepreneurial
resource that affects INV’s international performance through different capabilities. In
line with the RBV, INVs have been conceived as a collection of fundamental intangible
resources that comprise a flexible configuration of resources in terms of cognitive
flexibility, structural flexibility, and strategic flexibility that are difficult to imitate and
provide competitive advantages needed for internationalization.

2.1.3 The Origin of Flexibility
Flexibility is not a new concept. It has been widely discussed in the management
research area since 1960s. Different interesting research questions were raised about
flexibility. For instance, Duncan (1972) as well as Lawrence and Lorsch (1967)
explored how organizations can deal with uncertainty in flexible ways. Thompson
(1967) examined how organization flexibility adapt to changes in their environment.
Burns and Stalker (1961) researched into how more organic flexible forms of
organizations function and adapt, compared to more mechanistic ones. Hall (1991)
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argued about how different degree of formalization in organizations affects their ability
to change and adapt flexibly.
Nearly all definitions of organizational flexibility conceived the flexibility
construct as a kind of adaptive capacity of management in terms of an ability (Aaker
and Mascarenhas 1984; Frazelle 1986; Kieser 1969; Scott 1965; Zelenovic 1982), a
repertoire (Weick 1982), a degree of freedom (Sanchez 1993, Thompson 1967), or free
options (Quinn 1985) to initiate or adapt to competitive changes.
In most definitions flexibility opposes stability, and only a few emphasize that if
flexibility is to have value it must be combined with stability, instead of just sticking
to the adaptive capacity. That idea is not wholly new, for Scott (1965) observed that
creating too great a capacity to respond by deliberate postponement of decisions
resulted in a lack of decisiveness, progressively increasing costs, and a continual
revision of plans. Too great a reaction capacity or too short a reaction time may lead
to overreaction, excessive information search, and wasted resources. Weick (1982)
concluded that total flexibility makes it impossible for the organization to retain a sense
of identity and continuity. In other words, flexibility without stability results in chaos.
More recently, Van Ham, Pauwe, and Williams (1987) stressed the stability component
of flexibility as necessary to preserve the identity and maintain the controllability of
the organization. Similarly, Adler (1988) claimed that flexibility is advantageous or a
meaningful concept only against a backdrop of stability.
In Volberda’s work (1996), flexibility is argued to be an interaction of the
controllability or responsiveness of the organization and the dynamic control capacity
11

of management. In his work (1996), flexibility is conceived as a firm’s ability to
engage in different degrees of "speed" and "variety" of tasks. It can be divided into
four categories according to its different speeds and varieties including cognitive
flexibility (low variety, low speed), structural flexibility (high variety, low speed),
operational flexibility (low variety, high speed) and strategic flexibility (high variety,
high speed).
Cognitive flexibility (low variety, low speed), refers to an organization’s extent of
open mindedness. It varies by the extent to which the firm is willing and able to reflect
critically on the assumptions underlying the way it currently operates when it enters
new markets, and thus the extent to which the questioning of existing practices is
possible when making decisions about foreign market entry (Autio et al., 2000).
Structural flexibility (high variety, low speed), refers to extent to which individual
managers undertake or are intimately familiar with a broad set of organizational tasks
that span different areas (Sapienza et al., 2006). It consists of managerial capabilities
to deal with the decisions under changing conditions in an evolutionary way (Krijnen,
1979).
Operational flexibility (low variety, high speed), refers to an organization’s ability
to deal with familiar changes, consisting of routine capabilities that are based on
present structures or goals of the organization. This kind of flexibility consists of
measurements dealing with familiar changes and usually results in short-term changes
in the firm’s everyday operations.

12

Strategic flexibility (high variety, high speed), consists of managerial capabilities
related to the goals of the organization or the environment (Aaker & Mascarenhas,
1984). This type of flexibility is the most radical one in a firm’s reflections to changes.

2.1.4 Flexibility versus Market Entry Strategy
A market entry strategy is the planned method of delivering goods or services to
a new target market and distributing them there. When a firm is importing or exporting
services, it refers to establishing and managing contracts in a foreign country.
Developing a market entry strategy involves a thorough analysis of potential
competitors and possible customers. Some of the relevant factors that are important in
deciding the viability of entry into a particular market include trade barriers, localized
knowledge, price localization, competition, and export subsidies.
Entering new markets also involve lots of risks including weather risk, systematic
risk, systemic risk, sovereign risk, foreign exchange risk or liquidity risk, and firms
would adopt respective strategies to overcome those barriers. To address different
kinds of entry barriers and risks, different market entry strategies could be adopted for
different country markets including directly exporting products, indirect exporting,
outsourcing, and producing products in the target market as well as licensing,
greenfield project, franchising, alliances, turnkey project, joint ventures and wholly
owned subsidiaries.
To recap, flexibility is the control capacity of the management and the
controllability of the organization which is idiosyncratic in terms of different firms. It
13

is not a strategy but a kind of firm-based resource embedded in the firm and nontransferable (Makadok, 2001). Market entry strategy is tangible while flexibility is not.
Only a film with flexibility can adopt suitable market entry strategies when facing
different market entry situations.

2.2 Dynamic Capability (Information Acquisition Capability and Adaptive
Capability)
2.2.1 Dynamic Capability Perspective
The dynamic capability perspective was first discussed in Nelson and Winter’s
book--An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change (1982). According to the
dynamic capability theory, firm founders, including the new and established firms,
should revise their capabilities with the firms’ development, since the environment is
always unstable and need to be adapt (March, 1991). Unlike the traditional RBV theory
which focuses on valuable, rare and non-imitated assets as sources of a firm’s
competiveness, the dynamic capability asserts that the firm needs to develop new
capabilities to identify opportunities and respond quickly to them (Jarvenpaa and
Leidner, 1998).
Several researchers proposed different definitions of dynamic capabilities. Helfat
(1997) defined it as “the subset of the competences/capabilities which allow the firm
to create new products and processes and respond to changing market circumstances.”
Teece et al. (1997) broadened the definition of dynamic capability to cover “The firm’s
ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to address
rapidly changing environments.” “The firm’s processes that use resources –
14

specifically the processes to integrate, reconfigure, gain and release resources – to
match or even create market change. Dynamic capabilities thus are the organizational
and strategic routines by which firms achieve new resources configurations as market
emerge, collide, split, evolve and die.” (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). “Dynamic
capabilities are essentially change-oriented capabilities that help firms redeploy and
reconfigure their resource base to meet evolving customer demands and competitor
strategies” (Zahra and George, 2002a). Although dynamic capability calls for
continuous readiness of the firm’s capability with changing environment, they share
some common characteristics and have been regarded as “world class best activity”.
For instance, “A dynamic capability is a learned and stable pattern of collective activity
through which the organization systematically generates and modifies its operating
routines in pursuit of improved effectiveness.” (Zollo and Winter, 2002)

2.2.2 Dynamic Capability in IE research
Since the IE area is a newly developed research area (Jones et al., 2011), the
perspective of dynamic capability has only been applied in not so many studies in this
area (Knight & Cavugil, 2004; Mort & Weerawardena, 2006; Weerawardena et al.,
2007; Lu et al., 2010; Zhou et al.,2010). In contrast to the traditional view of gradualist
internationalization (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977), recent studies show that the born
global firms can internationalize quickly after set up (e.g. Bell, 1995; Madsen &
Servais, 1997; Rialp, Urbano & Vilant, 2005). This implies an urgency to explore how
the dynamic capabilities of born globals affect their performance in a dynamic way.
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Knight and Cavusgil (2004) adopted the capability-based view in their work to
explore the role of innovative culture, as well as knowledge and capabilities, in the
internationalization process of born globals. The results (Knight and Cavugil, 2004)
reveals the critical role of specific key organizational capabilities (including marketing
capabilities and capabilities of facilitators in foreign markets), in the success of born
globals.
Mort and Weerawardena (2006) focused their lens on dynamic networking
capabilities. They asserted the critical role of building networking capabilities of
internationally entrepreneurial founders/owners/managers on born globals’ rapid
internationalization, development of knowledge-intensive products and international
market performance, and networking capability is built and nurtured by
entrepreneurial owners/managers over the development process of internationalization.
This article reveals that dynamic capability perspective turns out to be a promising
approach to analyze the rapid development of born globals, suggesting to apply other
dynamic capabilities to the study of International Entrepreneurship area.
Weerawardena et al. (2007) drew on the dynamic capabilities view of competitive
strategy and the organizational learning literature to derive a novel conceptualization
of accelerated internationalization in the born global firm. They presented a conceptual
model to explain the accelerated internationalization process of born global firms,
proposing the positive relationships of owner-manager’s profile on market-focused
learning capability, internally focused learning capability, networking capability and
marketing capability in accelerated internationalizing firms. The study (Weerawardena
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et al., 2007) found that accelerated internationalization of born global firms can be
explained by the firm’s marketing capability on the one hand and the firm’s
development of knowledge intensive products on the other hand. These two drivers of
accelerated internationalization were reported to be supported by different kinds of
dynamic capabilities. Empirically, the born global firm’s “marketing capability” was
shown to be positively associated with, and thereby enhanced by market-focused
learning capability. Besides, the born global firm’s “development of knowledge
intensive products” was revealed to be positively associated with, and therefore
enhanced by internally focused learning capability and networking capability. This
article introduced dynamic capability perspective into the IE research, using it to
explore the dynamic accelerated internationalization process of born globals. The
relationships between and among dynamic capabilities (such as external/internal
focused learning capability’s impact on marketing/product development capability)
deserve additional research effort. In particular, the role of networking capability over
learning capability, and its role over marketing/product development capability require
much more attention in future research.
Following the dynamic capability perspective, Zhou et al. (2010) introduced two
capability upgrading constructs (including knowledge capability upgrading and
network capability upgrading) as mediators to explain the mechanism between
entrepreneurial proclivity and performance. They argued that international
entrepreneurial proclivity includes proactiveness, risk-taking and innovativeness.
Knowledge capability upgrading and network capability upgrading were reported to
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have significant mediating effects over the positive relationship between International
entrepreneurial proclivity and the performance advantage of newness in firms’ early
internationalization by the Chinese young INVs.
To sum up, dynamic capability has been used in several different studies in IE
research area, which is of great value to help the researchers to understand the process
of entrepreneurship better. In this study, two kinds of dynamic capabilities in terms of
information acquisition capability and adaptive capability will be discussed.

2.2.3 Information Acquisition Capability and Adaptive Capability
In the context of emerging economy of China, Lu et al. (2010) investigated two
firm-specific capabilities (information acquisition capability and adaptive capability)
as mediators on the relationship between institutional network capital and
internationalization performance. This study shed light on how born globals’ resources
in forms of institutional capital and network capital (managerial ties) help achieving
high performance through firm-specific capabilities as mediators. The resultant
findings revealed that adaptive capability played a partially mediating role in this
process. Based on a sample of international new ventures in China, this study provided
empirical evidence in support of the resource–capability–performance linkage can be
used in studying of INVs.
Information acquisition capability refers to the firm’s ability to collect, absorb,
and integrate information to understand customer needs and market opportunities.
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Adaptive capability refers to the firm’s ability to coordinate, recombine, and allocate
resources to meet the changes required by foreign customers and/or suppliers.
In this study, we regarded these two capabilities as the mediators and examined
how they mediate the relationship between international new ventures’ flexibility and
their international performance.

2.3 Knowledge-based view and exploratory learning capability
2.3.1 Knowledge-based view
The knowledge-based view considers knowledge as the most strategically
significant resource of a firm (Wernerfelt 1984; Barney 1991; Conner 1991). It is
argued that because knowledge-based resources are usually difficult to imitate and
socially complex, heterogeneous knowledge bases and capabilities among firms are
the major determinants of sustained competitive advantage and superior corporate
performance. Although the resource-based view recognizes the important role of
knowledge in firms that achieve a competitive advantage, knowledge-based view
distinguishes between different types of knowledge-based capabilities.

2.3.2 Knowledge-based view in IE research
In international entrepreneurship research, generally, there have been two
categories of research based on the knowledge perspective (Jones et al., 2011). The
first category explores knowledge influence on INV’s internationalization. And, the
second category examines knowledge creation of INV.
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Fernhaber et al. (2009) examined both internal and external sources of
international knowledge for INVs. They found that external knowledge including
knowledge from alliance partners, venture capital firms, and firms in close proximity
played a critical role in the new venture’s knowledge-accessing process. Interestingly,
those top managers with less international experience could benefi tmost from the
external knowledge sources.
Fernhaber and McDougall-Covin (2009) focused on the source of knowledge
from venture capitals, exploring the impact of knowledge from venture capitals on
INV’s internationalization. They reported that venture capitalists’ international
knowledge and reputation can enhance INV’s internationalization. In addition, the
positive relationship between VC international knowledge and new venture
internationalization can be strengthened by the venture capitalists’ reputation.
Besides the external sources of knowledge, some studies focus on the internal
ones. Filatotchev et al. (2009) revealed that returnee entrepreneurs had a positive
impact on SME’s internationalization. The findings showed that export orientation and
performance of the SME were positively associated with the presence of a returnee
entrepreneur,

the

knowledge

transferred

from

them

and

their

previous

internationalization experience.
All these research evidences pointed to that knowledge is of great importance to
international new ventures.
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2.3.3 Exploratory Learning Capability
March (1991) defined exploratory learning as learning activities capturing
“search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery,
innovation”. In IE area, exploratory learning focuses on acquiring new knowledge that
falls beyond the INVs’ current repertoire (Zahra, 2005). Knowledge gained about the
markets, competition, suppliers and customers offers important clues about new
opportunities in foreign markets, new markets to enter, new systems to develop, new
products to offer, and new ways of organizing INVs’ own operations, which is critical
for INV’s survival (Oviatt and McDougall, 1994). Although Autio et al. (2000) argued
that there is ‘learning advantages of newness’ for international new ventures, how these
firms develop this learning capability still need to be examined (Zahra, 2005). Thus,
in this study, exploratory learning capability is argued to mediate the flexibilityperformance relationship, and INV’s being flexible can enhance their exploratory
learning capability.

2.4 Network perspective and Moderator
Network was defined as a set of actors (individuals or organizations) and a set of
linkages between the actors (Brass, 1995). The network perspective was first
introduced into the entrepreneurship research almost thirty years ago. Aldrich and
Zimmer (1986) argued that entrepreneurs’ embeddness in social network was of great
importance to their entrepreneur activities.
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Back in the IE research, it was not until 1995 that network perspective was used
in this area. The impact of network relationships on international market development
and marketing-related activities within international markets was examined (Coviello
and Munro, 1995, 1997). It was first recognized that the impact of firms’ role and
position within a network of relationships can be considered in the research of foreign
market selection and entry (Coviello and Munro, 1995).
From this perspective, more specifically, the influence of network relationships
on the internationalization process was examined on small software firms (Coviello
and Munro, 1997). By integrating the traditional gradualist internationalization model
with the network perspective, this study found that the internationalization process of
these young and small firms was actually an accelerated version of the traditional stage
perspective and it was affected by a bunch of formal or informal network ties of the
firm. This study asserted that it is necessary and important to explore the
internationalization process of small firms from a network perspective. In response to
the assertion, more researchers from IE began to utilize network approach in their
research (Jones et al., 2011).
On the top of the classic studies carried out by Coviello and Munro (1995, 1997),
there existed several more in investigating IE area from the network perspective
including network ties, network dynamics, network development and network
capability.
In 2007, at a micro-level, researchers in IE field started to explore network ties.
Using a social capital perspective, Presutti et al. (2007) examined the vertical
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relationships between global high-tech start-ups and their largest foreign customer,
finding that the structural dimension of social capital was positively related to
knowledge acquisition of high-tech start-ups while the relational and cognitive
dimensions were not, claiming that weak ties are more critical than strong ties on
knowledge acquisition from foreign customers of international new ventures.
Presutti et al. (2011) investigated the impact of proximity on INV’s knowledge
exploitation and acquisition from their foreign customers, including geographical,
social and cognitive proximity, finding that all the three proximities had positive
impact on the INVs’ knowledge exploitation and acquisition from their foreign
customers.
Some researchers viewed network

as

a

mechanism

in

the

INV’s

internationalization. Al-Laham and Souitaris (2008) explored whether factors of a
firm's embeddedness within its local cluster and within its national research network
influence German biotech firms' propensity to internationalize by forming
international research alliances. This study addressed the question of whether
embeddedness of firms in knowledge intensive regional clusters and national researchalliance networks affect the probability of internationalization via research alliances,
providing support for the benefits of national cooperation before entering into
international alliances. Zhou et al. (2007) used network as a mediator to capture the
relationship of internationalization and performance of INV. In this article, based on a
sample of Chinese born globals, guanxi-related network was argued to mediate both
inward and outward internationalization orientation and firm performance, specifically
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for inward internationalization on export growth; outward internationalization on
export growth and profitability growth.
Other studies were carried to examine network development. Kiss and Danis
(2010) explored the role of social networks in the internationalization speed process
of new ventures in context of different stages of institutional development. Based on
an assumption that national ties were strong network ties whereas international ties
were weak ties, the authors (Kiss and Danis, 2010) postulated that strong national ties
were of more benefit during the early stages of institutional transition, whereas weak
international ties were thought to be more useful during the latter stages of institutional
transition. In addition, with respect to the entrepreneurs’ own network, the authors
postulated that large, diverse and dense social networks are more positively associated
with speed of new venture internationalization to a greater extent in the early stage
than in the late stage.
There are also some researchers focusing on network dynamics. Using a multisite case research, Coviello (2006) proposed several propositions concerning of
network dynamics of INVs. Specifically, it was postulated that with the INV evolving
from conception to internationalization, the network range will increase while the
network density will decrease, and the effective size of the network will increase while
constraints will decrease. Coviello and Cox (2006) also explored how networks
facilitate resource development in the knowledge-based INVs’ conception,
commercialization and growth. At conception, the resources generated by the
knowledge-based INV network will be dominated by organizational capital pertaining
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to technology development. While at commercialization, the most critical resource
gained from the network is human capital; at the growth stage, the most important
resource from the network is market development capital. It was reported that the stock
of social capital embedded in the knowledge-based INV network tended to grow as
the firm moves through these three stages.

2.5 Theoretical Model
Figure 1 presents the theoretical model used in this study. Underlying the
relationships depicted in Figure 1 is the theoretical perspectives of resource-based view,
dynamic capability, knowledge-based view and network perspective.

Figure 1
Figure 1 summarizes all the theoretical relationships under examination here,
consisting of: (1) direct effect of flexibility on INV’s performance; (2) how dynamic
capabilities in terms of information acquisition capabilities, exploratory learning
capabilities and adaptive capabilities mediates the relationship between flexibilities of
INVs and their international performance; (3) the influence of network ties on the link
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between cognitive flexibility and information acquisition capability on the one hand,
and links between information acquisition capability on exploratory learning
capability and information acquisition capability on adaptive capability on the other
hand.
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CHAPTER 3. HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

3.0 Capability Building Processes and Performance of International New
Ventures (INVs) from China: Its Drivers and Contextual Moderators
In light of various comprehensive reviews over development of the research
domain of International Entrepreneurship (IE) over the last 25 years (Jones, Coviello,
and Tang 2011; Keupp and Gassmann 2009; Peiris, Akoorie, and Sinha 2012), our
understanding of the linkages over resources-capabilities-performances for
entrepreneurial firms that do business in foreign countries has been enriched over time.
Reviewers (Bruton et al., 2008; Kiss, Danis, and Cavusgil 2012; Shenkar and von
Glinow 1994) that focused on international entrepreneurship research in emerging
economies (IEEE) raised a fundamental query over whether theoretical perspectives
developed in mature market contexts are valid in emerging economies. Given the
unique mix of institutional upheaval and idiosyncratic resource endowments in
emerging economies, the country settings in which entrepreneurial growth strategies
emerge could be very different from those in the West (Manev and Manolova 2010;
Peng and Heath 1996). Recent studies (Bruton et al., 2010; Kiss and Danis 2012; Puffer
et al., 2010) point towards the growing prominence and explanatory power of
institutional theory in accounting for behavior and performance of international
entrepreneurial firms. This study explores into IE from the perspective of international
new ventures that have been originated from China, the largest emerging economy. It
seeks to address two sets of research questions:
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(1) To what extent traditional theoretical perspectives of resource-based view
(RBV), knowledge-based view (KBV), and dynamic capability theory (DCT) account
for performance of INVs from China as an emerging economy?
(2) Extent to which industrial network as a context (in terms of an INV’s network
ties within its embedded industrial cluster) might strengthen or weaken the linkages
among flexibility and various dynamic capabilities under study?

3.1 Drivers of INVs’ Performance:
Flexibility over Configuration of Entrepreneurial Resources
By definition, International new ventures are “business organizations that, from
inception, seeks to derive significant competitive advantage from the use of resources
and the sales of outputs in multiple countries” (Oviatt and McDougall, 1994). Given
the age and size limitations of young and small firms that go abroad for business, they
face constant challenges from liabilities of newness, smallness, and foreignness (Zahra,
2005). To succeed over the pathways of new venture internationalization, continuous
strategic renewal is called for (Prashantham, 2008) whereby persistent innovation in
products, processes, and markets could account for sustained competitive advantages
and superior performance of INVs. Yet, there is little or no attention on how such
strategic renewal exercises could be arrived.
Anchored in the strategic management literature, strategic flexibility is put
forward in this study as the key for strategic renewal of INVs. According to Volborta
(2006), young and small ventures need to adjust flexibly in terms of both “speed” and
“variety” of task execution so as to meet challenges of the rapidly changing
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environment. In other words, by adapting to changing roles quickly and carrying out
increasing variety of tasks swiftly, a flexible configuration of entrepreneurial resources
could be arrived at to support the needed strategic renewal for the involved INVs.
The exact definitions, operationalizations and measurements of three different
dimensions of the flexibility construct would be revealed in details below, together
with a discussion over the three different but commensurate perspectives offering
support for the phenomenon of INV internationalization: RBV, KBV and DCT.
Three sets of hypotheses would be formulated and presented to shed light on:
(1)

the impact of flexibility on performance of INVs;

(2)

the mediating roles of dynamic capabilities over the flexibility-

performance relationships;
(3)

the moderating effects of an INV’s network ties on the relationship

between cognitive flexibility and information acquisition capability on the one hand,
and on the linkage between information acquisition capability on exploratory learning
capability, and that between information acquisition capability on adaptive capability
on the other hand.

3.1.1 Cognitive Flexibility and INVs’ Performance
Cognitive Flexibility refers to entrepreneur/top-management-members’ (TMTs)
receptivity to new roles, assumptions, and views that contribute to entrepreneurial
resourcefulness. Drawing on previous IE studies where entrepreneurs’ global vision
and intention has a very strong effect on firm internationalization (Peiris, Akoorie, and
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Sinha, 2012), the cognitive perspective of the entrepreneur needs to be incorporated
into any study of IE. On the top of the behavior processes, Peiris et al. (2012) argued
the domain of IE should be redefined and broadened to take into account “the cognitive
processes associated with the creation and exchange of value through the identification
and exploitation of opportunities that cross national broader”. Cognitive flexibility of
entrepreneurs and team members of an INV has been assessed in this study in terms of
their making of path-breaking assumptions, embracing very different views,
encouraging new thinking modes, and recognizing novelty with valuable rewards
(Zhou et al., 2014).
In line with the Resource Based View (RBV), Oviatt and McDougall (1994)
contended that sustainable competitive advantage of INV depended on having access
to and being able to control unique resources, giving particular attention to “knowledge”
as a key resource. IE scholars, however, have focused on firm-level resources (Knight
and Cavusgil 2004; Knight and Kim 2009); network-level resources (Coviello and Cox
2006); and intangible resources: organizational capital, technological capital, and
relational capital (Railp et al., 2005) as well as institutional capital (Lu et al., 2010),
and tended to neglect the role of entrepreneurs’ human capital (Westhead et al., 2001)
and other entrepreneur-related cognitive assets such as prior knowledge and
experience, self-efficacy, creativity and perseverance (Stoltz, 1997) in identifying and
exploiting international opportunities. It is evident that the RBV has come under recent
criticism as it pays little attention to how resources come into existence and the process
of resource development for sustainable competitive advantage (Loane and Bell, 2006).
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To address this criticism, the present study incorporates the cognitive perspective of
the entrepreneur to account for the entrepreneurial behavior process underlying the
INV’s internationalization phenomenon.
In line with the RBV, INVs have been conceived as a collection of fundamental
intangible resources that comprise a specific constellation of strategic orientations
such as market, entrepreneurial, and technological orientations that are difficult to
imitate and provide competitive advantages needed for internationalization (Loane and
Bell, 2006). Yet, empirical findings pointed to the overestimated role of strategic
orientations for international performance of INVs (Frishammar and Andersson, 2009).
According to Sarasvathy (2001), one prime reason why market orientation is not
associated with international performance is that this construct draws on a causal view
of marketing, while successful international firms make use of effectuation logic.
Whereas causation models go from many alternatives to a single goal, effectuation
models start with a set of alternatives that can end in many different ways. Effectuation
processes start at an individual level: who someone is (traits, tastes, and abilities), what
someone knows (knowledge corridors), and whom someone knows (social networks).
It is critical to acknowledge the individual entrepreneurs and team members in a firm’s
development as their cognitive schemata, cognitive assets, and cognitive flexibility
could directly influence international opportunity’s identification and exploitation, and
ultimately affect the firm’s performance. It is hence hypothesized that:
H1a:
An INV-related founders’/top management team members’ cognitive
flexibility is positively associated with the INV’s international performance.
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3.1.2 Structural Flexibility and INVs’ Performance
Structural Flexibility refers to entrepreneurs/top management members’ (TMTs)
receptiveness to organizational deployment and redeployment that contribute to
entrepreneurial resourcefulness. Applying the Dynamic Capability Theory (DCT) in
IE research, Jantunen et al. (2005) found empirical support for the positive impact of
a firm-level reconfiguration of capabilities (such as implementing new strategy,
structure, methods and business processes) to a subjective measure of profitability of
INVs. In the present study, structural flexibility of entrepreneurs and team members of
an INV has been assessed in forms of their readiness to take up job rotations, crossfunctional collaborations, and multi-business responsibilities (Volberda, 1996; Zhou et
al., 2014)
Consistent with the DCT, organizational structure by which the firm achieves new
resources configurations are expected to change as markets emerge, collide, split,
evolve and die (Teece et al., 1997). Flexible organizational structure was reported to
be conducive to superior performance of INVs in case studies (Kocak and Abimbola
2009). In contrast, previous findings reported that inflexible organizational structure
in terms of formalization, centralization, and departmentalization are negatively
related with entrepreneurial orientation (Ken et al., 2002). It appears that inflexible
structures with a great degree of formalization, centralization, and departmentalization
are not supportive to the pursuit of entrepreneurial opportunities. By inference, it is
important to take into account the individual entrepreneurs and team members’
readiness to accept new job authorities and responsibilities, as structural flexibility
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could directly influence international opportunity’s identification and exploitation, and
ultimately affect the firm’s performance. It is hence hypothesized that:
H1b:
An INV-related founders’/top management team members’ structural
flexibility is positively associated with the INV’s international performance.

3.1.3 Strategic Flexibility and INVs’ Performance
Strategic Flexibility refers to entrepreneurs/top management members’ (TMTs)
receptivity towards R&D and technological knowledge acquisition mechanisms that
contribute to entrepreneurial resourcefulness. In accordance with the Knowledge
Based View (KBV), knowledge is singled out as the most important resource of all
(Yli-Renko et al., 2002) in propelling an entrepreneurial firm to going out. Whereas
scholars under the Uppsala model focused on experiential knowledge (Johanson and
Vahlne 1977), researchers following the KBV sought to explain IE phenomenon by
knowledge intensity (Autio et al., 2000). Yli-Renko et al (2002) found a positive
relationship between knowledge intensity and internal sales growth. In this study,
strategic flexibility of entrepreneurs and team members of an INV has been assessed
in forms of their readiness to produce rapid prototypes, purchase various technologies,
outsource R&D activities, and develop new export products in order to acquire new
technologies (Volberda, 1996; Zhou et al., 2014).
In keeping with the KBV, external sources of international knowledge are of most
benefit to management teams with limited internal experience (Fernhaber er al., 2009).
One important source of international experience can come from venture capitalists
(VCs) as it was found that the international knowledge, experience and reputation of
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VCs influence new venture internationalization in ways beyond financial investment
(Fernhaber and McDougall-Covin, 2009). Another critical source of international
knowledge was reported from returnee entrepreneurs who had accumulated foreign
business experiences through studying, working, and practicing overseas, and then
returned home to start new own new businesses. The results from China showed that
returnee entrepreneurs played a very significant role in transferring foreign knowledge
that enhanced export orientation and performance (Filatochev et al., 2009). Although
the KBV might help to understand the realization of competitive advantage of INVs,
there is still limited understanding with regard to knowledge-acquisition process
(Weerawardena et al., 2007), process of knowledge generation (Freeman et al., 2010),
and

relationship

between

knowledge,

capabilities

and

internationalization

(Kuivalainen et al., 2010). To address this limitation in the literature, the present study
incorporates the entrepreneur/TMT’s strategic flexibility in sourcing new technologies
and developing new export products in order to exploit international opportunities, and
ultimately enhance the firm’s performance. It is hence hypothesized that:
H1c:
An INV-related founders’/top management team members’ strategic
flexibility is positively associated with the INV’s international performance.

3.2 The Mediating Roles of Dynamic Capabilities over Flexibility-Performance
Relationships of INVs
3.2.1 Information Acquisition Capability as a Mediator
Information Acquisition capability is defined as a key capability for
entrepreneurial firms in gathering and processing information about markets (Lu et al.,
2010). Since market risks and firm uncertainty are common for new ventures that do
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business abroad (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Cavusgil, 1980), a capacity to acquire
information to address such risks, uncertainties, and challenges in conducting
international business is critical for success. Information acquisition capacity was
taken as a primary means of minimizing the likelihood of negative consequences in
the international marketplace (Cavusgil, 1980; Souchon and Diamantopoulos, 1997;
Walters and Samiee, 1990). Other studies also reported that information about foreign
markets conditions, customer needs and regulatory requirements is of great importance
to entrepreneurial firms when they are making strategic decisions on their international
business activities (Belich and Dubinsky, 1995; Yeoh, 2000), and found to have a
positive impact on the firm’s international performance (Dhanaraj & Beamish, 2003).
Yet, previous research results (Lu et al., 2010) revealed that although an INV’s
information acquisition capability could foster its adaptive capability that in turn
helped the firm to achieve superior international performance, information acquisition
capability in itself had no direct impact on performance.
Nonetheless, for entrepreneurial firms from emerging markets, it may be
difficult for them to access information of foreign markets (Belich and Dubinsky, 1995;
Lu et al, 2010). Peiris et al. (2012) broadened the original definition of International
Entrepreneurship made by Styles and Seymour (2006) to cover not only behavioral but
also cognitive processes associated with the creation and exchange of value through
the identification and exploitation of opportunities that cross national borders.
Cognitive processes in terms of creative thinking tend to be associated with an
entrepreneurial alertness to new business opportunities (Barringer, 2010), and explain
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why those founders and top management team members of INVs that have creative
thinking could better identify international opportunities than others that do not
possess such a cognitive characteristic. In this study, it is argued that entrepreneurs and
top management team members that have a higher cognitive flexibility could think
outside the box, hold different opinions about the firm, and have a creative way of
thinking (Presutti, 2007), and thus could have stronger information acquisition
capability, and could be more innovative, creative and successful in their pursuit of
international business activities. In light of the previous findings, it is hypothesized in
this study that although an INV’s information acquisition capability has no direct effect
on its international performance, it will mediate an INV’s cognitive flexibility and its
international performance.
H2a1: An INV-related founders’/top management team members’ cognitive
flexibility has a positive impact on the firm’s information acquisition capability.
H2a2: An INV’s information acquisition capability mediates the positive effect of
its top management team’s cognitive flexibility on the INV’s international
performance.

3.2.2 Exploratory Learning Capability as a Mediator
Exploratory learning capability refers to a kind of organizational learning
capability which enables the firm to assimilate and apply new knowledge in order to
adapt to new conditions (Dixon et al., 2007). Exploratory learning capability captures
things by terms such as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility,
discovery and innovation (March, 1991). In general, learning theorists (Autio et al.,
2000) assert that learning capabilities consisting of both exploitative and exploratory
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learning capabilities are essential elements for the rapid growth of international new
ventures. Whereas exploitative learning provides an access to knowledge of
continuous quality improvement, incremental changes and ways for achieving cost
advantages; exploratory learning helps gaining an access to new product/market
knowledge. Exploratory learning capability, in essence, emphasizes the capability of
learning to be innovative, is particularly significant for entrepreneurial firms in an
international market since innovation is a key to survival of most firms (Agarwal et al.,
2003). Notably, businesses in an increasing number of countries are seeking
international competitive advantage through entrepreneurial innovation (Simon, 1996).
Previous studies (Zahra et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2010; etc.) also found support for the
significant positive effect of exploratory learning capability on the performance of
international new ventures.
For a new international start-up firm, gaining exploratory learning capability is
not easy. Most entrepreneurial firms failed because of a lack of the innovation (Deakins
& Freel, 1998; McGrath, 1999), and perhaps a lack of exploratory learning capability.
Given these concerns, young entrepreneurial firms’ ability to achieve exploratory
learning capability from their early internationalization requires further scrutiny
(Özsomer and Gençtürk 2003). In this study, structural flexibility is expected to
function as an important predictor of exploratory learning capability. In keeping with
the new product development (NPD) literature, a cross-functional team-based
organizational structure is conducive to exploratory learning capability that underlines
innovative new product development processes (Sethi.R and Sethi.A , 2009; Sahin and
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Zeinali, 2010). In this study, it is argued that entrepreneurs and top management team
members that have a higher structural flexibility would be more receptive to taking up
job rotations in different departments, accepting job responsibilities across functions,
and becoming accountable for multiple businesses, and hence more likely to be
exposed to opportunities to learn and innovate for different product/market
combinations, and develop their exploratory learning capabilities as a result. In light
of the organizational learning theory and the new product development literature, it is
hypothesized in the current study that a firm’s exploratory learning capability will
mediate an INV’s structural flexibility and its international performance.
H2b1: An INV-related founders’/top management team members’ structural
flexibility has a positive impact on the firm’s exploratory learning capability.
H2b2: An INV’s exploratory learning capability mediates the positive effect of its
top management team’s structural flexibility on the INV’s international
performance.
H2b3: An INV’s exploratory learning capability has a positive impact on its
international performance.

3.2.3 Adaptive Capability as a Mediator
Adaptive capability refers to the ability of companies to identify and capitalize
on emerging market opportunities (Lu et al., 2010). Adaptive capability comes in many
forms, such as putting new ideas into action, modifying existing product attributes to
meet changes in customer demand, amending existing products to explore new markets,
and upgrading products rapidly. Yiu et al. (2007) argued that adaptive capability is
especially critical to new ventures in international markets because these
entrepreneurial firms have to deal with problems and challenges arising out of different
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cultures and market environments. International entrepreneurs often have to tailor their
products to meet the foreign market demands (Cavusgil et al., 1993; Dow, 2006).
When operating in foreign markets, responding quickly to the high-speed changing
environment is very critical (Bruton et al., 2007), since risk and uncertainty in
international markets is greater than those faced in domestic markets (Bouchet &
Groslambert, 2003; Nollen, 1987). Empirically, previous studies in the export
marketing area (Cavusgil, 1996; Knight & Cavusgil, 2004; etc.) had repeatedly
demonstrated the link between export adaptation strategies with export performance.
The clear implication is that to achieve superior performance in international
markets, INVs need to develop a capability to adapt quickly (Bruton et al., 2007;
Westhead et al., 2001). Past research efforts were spent to identify predictors and
determinants of such a kind of adaptive capability. For instance, looking from the
institutional perspective, some researchers (like Lu et al., 2010) identified institutional
environment’s market openness as a fundamental environment factor fostering firmlevel adaptive capability. Other researchers (like Cavusgil, 2004), taking a relationship
marketing angle, pointed to the relational dependency, mutual trust and commitment
between foreign buyers and domestic manufacturing suppliers as the important
predictors enhancing adaptive capability in the involved dyadic relationships.

Yet,

there seems to be little or no studies in the extant literature that explore into the
entrepreneurial firm itself to account for its own adaptive capabilities. Previous studies
(Al-Laham & Souitaris, 2008; Prashantham, 2008; Presutti et al., 2007; etc.) only used
an entrepreneurial firm’s R&D intensity, research alliances, patent numbers, and
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research grants from governments to account for its innovativeness and adaptability,
and neglected a firm’s other ways to access technologies. In this study, it is argued that
entrepreneurs and top management team members that are characterized by a high
strategic flexibility could apply new technologies, fundamentally renew products,
create new product market combinations, and dismantle of current strategy (Volberda,
1996; Zhou et al., 2007). Such a kind of strategic flexibility could help the firm to
adapt to different customer/market requirements and hence help the entrepreneurial
firm to capture diverse opportunities in foreign markets. Hence, it is hypothesized in
the current study that a firm’s adaptive capability will mediate an INV’s strategic
flexibility and its international performance.
H2c1: An INV-related founders’/top management team members’ strategic
flexibility has a positive impact on the firm’s adaptive capability.
H2c2: An INV’s adaptive capability mediates the positive effect of its top
management team’s strategic flexibility on the INV’s international performance.
H2c3: An INV’s adaptive capability has a positive impact on its international
performance.

3.3 The Relationships among the Three Dynamic Capabilities
In keeping with Winter’s (2003) definition, information acquisition capability is
interpreted in this study as a kind of ordinary, substantive capability in terms of the
organization’s ability to produce a desired output (tangible or intangible), exploratory
learning and adaptive capabilities are dynamic capabilities in terms of higher-order
abilities to manipulate their substantive capabilities. According to Zahra et al., (2006),
this distinction put emphasis on the strategic choice perspective (Child, 1972, 1997)
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which acknowledges the responsibilities of managers in enacting and directing
capabilities, and becoming accountable for the actions of the firm (Ghoshal, 2005).
Notably, while information acquisition capability as a distinct type of dynamic
capabilities is related to the ability to reconfigure as desired, it would not necessarily
contribute to financial performance. Exploratory learning and adaptive capabilities as
important substantive capabilities, on the other hand, could have direct contribution to
financial performance. In other words, “what the firm can do (its substantive
capabilities in forms of exploratory learning and adaptation) is shaped in part by what
it knows (its dynamic capabilities in forms of information acquisition capability).
Together, it is argued that while dynamic capabilities in terms of information
acquisition capabilities drive both exploratory learning capability and adaptive
capabilities, the latter two substantive capabilities directly affect the firm’s
performance. In short, as a dynamic capability, information acquisition capability
could impact on the firm’s financial performance only indirectly.

3.3.1 Information Acquisition Capability and Exploratory Learning Capability
Given that INVs are not familiar with foreign market environments, they find it
hard to explore and learn to innovate. As a result, international new ventures might
display little or no exploratory learning capability. To develop such a capability,
Sinkula (1994) proposed that for young organizations, increasing the supply of market
information would result in increased information distribution, interpretation, storage,
and organizational learning. Moreover, Zahra et al. (2006) found that dynamic
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capabilities including exploratory learning capabilities could be strengthened with
increased usage. It is therefore hypothesized in this study that INV’s information
acquisition capability has a positive effect on its exploratory learning capability.
H3a: An INV’s information acquisition capability has a positive effect on the
firm’s exploratory learning capability.

3.3.2 Information Acquisition Capability and Adaptation Capability
Given that the institutional environments and cultural norms in different
international markets could be very different, it calls for a capability to adapt
product/service offerings so as to cater to varied market demands. Previous studies
showed that information acquisition is a key capability influencing the firm’s selection
of foreign markets and development of products or services to satisfy foreign
customers (Belich & Dubinsky, 1995; Liesch & Knight, 1999). Thus, it is hypothesized
in this study that INV’s information acquisition capability has a positive effect on its
adaptation capability.
H3b: An INV’s information acquisition capability has a positive effect on the
firm’s adaptive capability.

3.4 The Moderating Influences of Network Ties over the Relationships among
Flexibility and Dynamic Capabilities under Study
In keeping with the knowledge-based view of the firm (Kogut and Zander, 1992;
Spender,

1996), knowledge is the main source of sustainable competitive

entrepreneurial advantage (Nonaka, Toyama, and Nagata, 2000; West and Noel, 2009).
According to Grant (1996), acquisition of knowledge opens new business
opportunities and reinforces start-up ability to exploit these opportunities because of
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the ambiguity and the difficulty to imitate the knowledge resource. In this perspective,
knowledge acquisition and knowledge exploitation may assure start-ups for their
innovation activities, their survival and growth (West and Noel 2009). In this study,
information acquisition capability is taken as a proxy of knowledge acquisition on the
part of INVs, whereas exploratory learning and adaptive capabilities would assume the
indicator

roles

for

knowledge

exploitation

for

innovation

gains

from

internationalization.
Given the importance of accumulation of knowledge that drives the development
of competitive advantages of young firms (Autio, Sapienza, and Almeida, 2000),
strategic management researchers (Ahuja, 2000; BarNir and Smith, 2002; Smith,
Matthews, and Schenkel, 2009; Yli-renko, Autio, and Sapienza, 2001) spent much
effort in examining potential forces acting on knowledge acquisition and exploitation
of start-ups. Among the previous studies, Zahra and Hayton (2008) pointed out that
simply engaging in international venturing does not guarantee superior performance.
Instead, the researchers postulated that a firm’s absorptive capacity can moderate the
internal venturing-organizational performance relationship, whereby the ability to
absorb, internalize and exploit knowledge gained from international markets can
influence the extent to which the firm can achieve higher profits or revenue growth
from international operations. Since start-ups are new, small and resource-constrained,
their growth is strongly dependent on a profitable combination between internal
specific knowledge and that of external business partners (Eisenhardt and
Schoonhoven, 1996; McDougall, Shane, and Oviatt, 1994). To overcome these
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problems of liabilities of smallness, newness and foreign-ness, previous research
efforts had been spent with a focus on the role of inter-firm networks, and examined
the abilities of start-ups to leverage external networks for knowledge acquisition and
knowledge exploitation. For instance, some researchers (Cook and Willis, 1999;
Hendry and Brown, 2006) investigated extent to which knowledge acquisition of local
start-ups is contingent upon geographical proximity at industrial clusters. Other
scholars (Presutti, Boari, and Majocchi 2013; Sasi and Arenius, 2008) looked into how
dynamic relationships between foreign buyers and local start-ups may moderate the
effect of geographical proximity on local start-ups’ knowledge acquisition. Still others
(Zhu, Hitt, and Tihanyi, 2006) suggested that entrepreneurial start-ups in emerging
economies could build their knowledge capabilities to enter and compete successfully
in international markets by learning from their embedded networks with foreign firms
and business groups.
However, the existent literature of geographical proximity has paid little or no
attention to other dimensions of aspects of dyadic relationships to account for the effect
of knowledge acquisition on knowledge exploitation. The following hypotheses have
been formulated in order to shed light on the moderating roles of additional, previously
unexplored characteristics of the network ties.
In keeping with the social capital perspective (Yli-Renko et al., 2001), social
capital embedded in vertical relationships between global start-ups and their largest
single foreign customers has been postulated as a critical source of knowledge
acquisition for the creation of value abroad. Empirical findings, however, revealed that
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as a multidimensional construct, social capital tended to have varying impacts on an
INV’s acquisition of knowledge from its primary foreign buyer. While structural
dimension of social capital is positively associated with greater knowledge acquisition
about foreign markets, both relational and cognitive dimensions of social capital are
negatively linked to knowledge acquisition (Presutti, Boari, and Fratocchi 2007). This
called for a broader view of studying social capital from a network perspective.
In light of the network perspective, when resources critical for a firm’s survival
cannot be controlled through ownership, firms become dependent on external
resources in the network (Zahra, Matherne, and Carleton 2003). In particular, when
entrepreneurial firms cannot have access to foreign market knowledge (e.g. customer
preferences, insight into commercial potential, and changing governmental regulations)
and technological knowledge (e.g. technological product and process innovations),
they become dependent on customer network for market knowledge, and reliant on
supplier network for technological knowledge (Thorpe et al., 2005). Network
knowledge as a whole is expected to drive the international entrepreneurial firm’s
knowledge combination (Tolstoy 2009).
This study focused on network ties between INVs and their primary foreign
customers. Looking from the angle of an individual INV, network ties means
“who you reach” (Burt 1992). In line with the social capital perspective, the focal
INV’s network ties refer to the overall pattern of connections between actors. The
current examination of network ties between INVs and their primary foreign customers
helped focusing the investigation lens on the structural dimension of the INV’s social
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capital. Arguably, network ties exclude the existence of strong ties between business
partners, and facilitate development of newly shared forms of innovativeness abroad
between business partners tied by weak ties (Putnam 1993). By providing
introductions to other customers and their knowledge bases (Zahra et al., 1999), the
primary foreign buyer could serve as a bridge useful to access new resources,
independently from the level of trust between business partners. A key foreign
customer is able to act as a link to a broad marketplace. This kind of links is important
in accessing knowledge critical to foreign development (Yli-Renko et al., 2001), and
essential to learning in the new international competitive environment (McDougall and
Oviatt 2000). Nonetheless, as a word of caution, overreliance on the primary foreign
buyer might constrain sources of network ties, restrict and reduce the potential value
of learning from partners with similar as opposed to dissimilar knowledge bases and
skill sets. Overreliance on the network ties introduced by the primary foreign buyers
could be particularly detrimental to knowledge exploitation.
This study explored into the moderating influencing of network ties that are
expected to strengthen the impact of the focal INV’s cognitive flexibility on its
information acquisition capability on the one hand, and strengthen the impact of the
INV’s information acquisition capability on its exploratory learning capability on the
other hand. In contrast, network ties are expected to weaken the impact of the INV’s
information acquisition capability on its adaptive capability.
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3.4.1 Moderating Effect of Network Ties on the Cognitive Flexibility-Information
Acquisition Capability Relationship
As prior hypothesized, international entrepreneurs who are marked by cognitive
flexibility, are much more likely to display information acquisition capability leading
to identification and exploitation of opportunities that cross national borders.
Cognitive flexibility, however, needs to be nourished. Given the significant positive
impact of structural dimension of social capital on knowledge acquisition (Presutti et
al., 2007), network ties from key foreign buyers may “sustain” knowledge abroad by
providing introductions to other customers and their knowledge bases. Through such
network ties, international entrepreneurs’ cognitive flexibility could be exposed to
news sources of ideas during its foreign development, and be guided under a breadth
of profitable knowledge when pursue the process of knowledge acquisition abroad.
H4a: The positive relationship between the INV’s cognitive flexibility and
information acquisition capability is moderated by network ties from its primary
foreign buyer; the relationship is stronger for a focal INV with a greater network
ties from its primary foreign buyer.

3.4.2 Moderating Effect of Network Ties on the Information Acquisition CapabilityExploratory Learning Capability Relationship
In keeping with prior hypothesis, international entrepreneurs who have sound
information acquisition capability are likely to pursue exploratory learning. Besides,
such a relationship can be strengthened over time through repeated practices.
According to Sinkula (1994), for young organizations (including INVs), increasing
supply of market information could result increased information distribution,
interpretation, storage and organizational learning. By inference, INVs’ information
acquisition capability could be strengthened by network ties. Through network ties,
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exposure to many different external sources of knowledge or profitable contacts should
enable the INVs to learn about new competitive international environment and explore
to capture the involved international opportunities.
H4b: The positive relationship between the INV’s information acquisition
capability and exploratory learning capability is moderated by network ties from
its primary foreign buyer; the relationship is stronger for a focal INV with a
greater network ties from its primary foreign buyer.

3.4.3 Moderating Effect of Network Ties on the Information Acquisition CapabilityAdaptive Capability Relationship
First, cognitive proximity in itself tends to decrease the potential learning by
restricting the absorptive capacities to the old partners. Second, cognitive proximity
may lead to cognitive lock-in with its familiar and close customers, and obscure the
views on new technologies and new market possibilities. Third, cognitive proximity
limits the ability of a start-up to exploit knowledge from different external sources of
innovation (Cantwell and Santangelo 2002; Lambooy and Boschma 2001; Uzzi 1997),
and results in a kind of network inertia problem (Boschma 2005; Burt 2000). It is
argued that cognitive proximity might reduce the probability that the local start-up
exploits customer knowledge to reinforce its innovation activity (Presutti et al., 2011).
H4c: The positive relationship between the INV’s information acquisition
capability and adaptive capability is moderated by network ties from its primary
foreign buyer; the relationship is weaker for a focal INV with a greater network
ties from its primary foreign buyer.
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CHAPTER 4. REASEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter discusses the research methodology used in this study and the
rationale behind. It is consisted of three parts. The first part introduces its sample
design. In line with paths suggested by Blair and Zinkhan (2006), proper procedures
have been taken to collect the present sample that is argued to be generalizable to the
research population. Besides, the procedures used to minimize common method bias
are reported. The second part elaborates on measurement development and design.
While a number of well-established measurement scales were used in this study, a
couple of new measures consisting of the core construct of flexibilities have been
developed.
The third part outlines the statistical design to be adopted to test the mediating
and moderating effects proposed in the research.

4.1 Sample Design
This study defines its population as international new ventures from China, which
is defined as a business organization that, from inception, seeks to derive significant
competitive advantage from the use of resources and the sale of outputs in multiple
countries. Generalizability of resultant findings is taken into consideration in sample
design.
Generalizability refers to the extent to which the findings obtained on a specific
sample can be applied to the target population (Rothman & Greenland, 1998).
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Generalizability is “a goal that defines academic research and distinguishes it
from consulting projects” (Blair & Zinkhan, 2006: 4). The lack of generalizability may
happen as a result of coverage bias, selection bias and non-response bias. According
to Blair and Zinkhan (2006), probabilistic generation can be attained through proper
sampling design. In other words, the extent of generalization depends on the quality of
sampling. Blair and Zinkhan (2006) suggest that, instead of attempting to justify the
results by comparing non-respondents with the broader population on a few
demographic variables, or by comparing early versus late respondents, researchers are
encouraged to maximize response rates as much as possible through careful survey
design. The best practices to maximize response rate involves (1) preparing attractive
questionnaire and cover letter, (2) identifying proper respondents, (3) contacting with
proper respondents to inform the coming survey, (4) following up, and finally, (5) if
the respondent rate is still low, doing extra efforts to compare non-respondent sample
with respondent sample, checking if any differences exists between these two samples
on demographic aspects or key attributes (Blair & Zinkhan, 2006; Dillman, 2000).
This study follows aforementioned guidelines in its survey design to improve the
resultant findings degree of generalizability. Presumably, Chinese INVs may choose
to participate as exhibitors in different international trade shows held in Hong Kong
where they promote their product to overseas buyers. This survey study was held in
the 2014 autumn HK Electronics Fair where 3000 Chinese manufactures exhibited in
the Fair. The present study defines INVs from China as “those manufacture firms that
have production plants set up in the mainland and start to export at the early inception
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(i.e. first of 6 years) to multiple countries. Chinese exhibitors which meet the criteria
of INVs made up the current sampling frame.
A sample of 500 firms was drawn from the exhibitor directory of the trade show,
all of which were established on or after 2000. Cover letters were printed in color to
give a brief introduction of research goals that serves to appeal the potential
respondents’ cooperation and participation in this survey. Interviewer visited the
selected booths, and identified firms’ top, middle, and technical managers who should
be familiar with the firm issues to participate in the survey. Respondents were asked if
they would like to help to complete a questionnaire under the guide of an interviewer.
Respondents’ preferred time to have an interview were recorded for re-visiting.
Furthermore, respondents were informed that survey information would be kept
strictly confidential and be used for academic purpose only and a summary academic
report could be sent to them at a subsequent stage.

4.2 Measurement Development
All of the variables in this study are adopted from past researches (e.g. Lu et al.,
2010; Zhou et al., 2007; Volberda, 1996). Minor modifications on items are done to
make scales more clear and concise.

4.2.1 Flexibility
According to Volberda (1996), flexibility of a firm can be divided into four
dimensions: cognitive, operational, structural and strategic flexibility. Based on
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specific descriptions of the four different dimensions of firm flexibility, three six-item
measurement and one five-item measurement are developed to capture the extent of
INVs’ flexibility.

4.2.2 Learning Capability
A five-item measurement of exploratory learning is drawn from the scale
Atuahene-Gima and Murray (2007) developed to capture the degree of learning
activities to generate new, unsettled knowledge beyond existing product-markets.
Respondents were required to rate the extent to which they disagree or agree with
statements describing novel and experimental characteristics of information searched
and used for exploring new international markets. All the responses were obtained on
a seven-point “strongly disagree” versus “strongly agree” scale.
Referring to exploitative learning, a five-item measurement of exploitation is also
drawn from the scale Atuahene-Gima and Murray (2007) developed to capture the
extent of learning activities focused on acquisition of information in the neighborhood
of current market and product knowledge base in order to improve efficiency and
productivity during their international trade. All the responses were obtained on a
seven-point “strongly disagree” versus “strongly agree” scale.

4.2.3 Adaptive capability & Information Acquisition Capability
Lu et al. (2010) investigates two firm-specific capabilities as mediators on the
relationship

between

institutional

network
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capital

and

internationalization

performance. In this study, we adopt the measurement scale from Lu’s research, using
two three-item scale to measure the firm’s ability to coordinate, recombine, and
allocate resources to meet the changes required by foreign customers and/or suppliers
as well as the firm’s ability to collect, absorb, and integrate information to understand
customer needs and market opportunities.

4.2.4 Network ties with main foreign buyers
In this section of questionnaire, “foreign buyer X” is used to represent the most
important foreign buyer of the respondent firm. How many years has the firm
cooperate with “foreign buyer X” is the first question. A four-item scale is developed
to explore the change with the time being of both the two firms. A four-item scale is
developed to explore the network quality with “foreign buyer X”. The final question
in this part is concerned with the proximity with “foreign buyer X”, which is consisted
of three dimensions: social proximity, cognitive proximity and culture proximity.
Referring to Presutti’s work (2011), two six-item scale and a five-item scale is set up
to measure INV’s proximity with their biggest foreign buyer.

4.2.5 Firm Performance
In this study, three questions were designed in the questionnaire consisting of
international performance, domestic performance and marketing environment.
All of them are adopted from Zhou’s work (2010). Respondents were required on
rating the extent of their firm’s relative international and domestic performance
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comparative to their main rivals over the last three years using two five-item scale.
And also the degree of competing environment was also rated using a four-item scale.

4.3 Statistical Design
After collecting the data, at first step, this study will adopt Harman’s one-factor
test to check against the potential problem of common method variance.
Then, construct validity which evaluates systematic variance in an item
corresponding to the target construct (Davis, 1986) will be tested. Construct validity
is generally defined as the degree to which a concept achieves theoretical and empirical
meaning within the overall structure of one’s theory (Bagozzi, 1980), or the degree to
which the measures’ true score corresponds to the conceptual variable that the measure
is intended to operationalize. Therefore, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) will be
carried out to test if the data collected in the study possesses preliminarily satisfactory
construct validity. Further, five criteria have been used to test construct validity
(Bagozzi, 1980) in this study, namely content validity, reliability, convergent validity,
discriminant validity, and nomological validity. Structural Equation Model (SEM)
technique will be used in this study. As a second-generation of multivate technique
(Bagozzi & Fornell, 1982), SEM is well documented as being able to test the casual
relationships among variables (i.e. structural model) and the relationships among
measurement items and the latent construct (i.e. measurement model) at the same time.
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CHAPTER 5. RESEARCH FINDINGS
Chapter Five presents the present study’s findings, and it is organized into five
parts. The first part describes the current sample’s characteristics and shed lights on its
potential to generalize onto the population that it represents. The second part addresses
the issue of common method bias in this study. The third part assesses the validity and
reliability of constructs used in the current research model, and reports satisfactory
construct measures. The fourth part examines the current measurement model in terms
of goodness-of-fit measures, which indicates a model-fit well enough for further
hypothesis testing. The fifth part reports path analyses results that show the direct
relationship between INV’s flexibilities and its international performance and indirect
effect among dynamic capabilities on the one hand, and reports evaluations of
structural model using interaction terms indicating the moderating effect of network
ties on the other hand. The results are presented to shed light on the relationships
hypothesized in this study.

5.1 Sampling Frame
A total of 615 questionnaires was handed out and 192 fully completed, which
represents a response rate of 31.22 per cent. Of the remaining companies, they declined
to take part in the survey due to three main reasons: (1) their company policies would
not allow managers to take part in surveys about the firms involved, (2) the managers
in charge were not on-site, and (3) time constraints. In addition, a group of 30 nonrespondent firms was drawn from the Directory of the 2014 Electronics Exhibition (i.e.
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the current sampling frame) which provided background details of each exhibitor firm
in terms of size of firm, type of ownership, and amount of sales. Chi-square testing
was applied and the results showed no significant difference between the respondent
and non-respondent firms with regard to firm size, ownership type, and sales amount.
This implied that non-response bias is not a problem in this study.

5.1.1 Sample Characteristics
As all the respondent firms were established on or after 2000, this implies that the
sample is composed of relatively young firms. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the
current sample characteristics. While 75 per cent of the respondent firms were
established on or after 2008, this piece of finding suggested that the respondent firms
in the present sample were less than seven year old when they initiated their exporting
activities, and hence can be regarded as international new ventures from China.
As for the remaining 25 per cent in the present sample, these were firms being
established on or before 2007. Although these latter respondent firms were older in
term of year of establishment when they took part in this survey study, they were the
survivors who started their exporting during their inception stage. With respect to the
issue of “when to start internationalizing”, nearly forty percent (37.5 per cent) firms
did international business right after establishment, almost another forty percent (38.5
per cent) started to export 1 - 3 years after their foundation, 24 per cent reported
exporting after 4 – 6 years. The current pattern of findings mean that most of the INVs
in this study start the internationalization process at an early age.
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Table 5.1 Sample Characteristics
Firm Characteristics

Percentage

Number

On or after 2008

75.5%

145

On or before 2007

24.5%

47

Total

100%

192

Right after establishment

37.5%

72

1-3 years

38.5%

74

4-6 years

15.6%

30

More than 7 years

8.4%

16

Total

100%

192

Small: Less than 200 employees

63%

121

Medium: 200 to 3000 employees

37%

71

Total

100%

192

Private Enterprises

81.8%

157

Corporate Enterprises

10.4%

20

International Joint Ventures

2.1%

4

International Wholly Owned Enterprises

3.6%

7

State-Owned Enterprises

2.1%

4

Total

100%

192

58.9%

113

17.8%

34

23.3%

45

100%

192

Year of Establishment

Year of Starting Exporting Business

Firm Size

Ownership Type

Industry
Electronic and Electrical Appliance
Telecommunication,
Accessories
Toys Industry
Total

computer

and

IT

In line with table 5.1 and the classification of firm size from National Bureau of
Statistics of China (2009), more than sixty percent (63 per cent) of the respondent firms
were small in size defined as employing less than 200 employees in China; and less
than forty percent (38.5 per cent) were medium-sized companies defined as employing
200 to 3000 employees in China. Thus, most of the firms are small- and medium- sized
companies which meet the criteria for international new ventures.
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With respect to ownership type, as shown in Table 5.1, the present sample is made
up almost entirely of private business enterprises consisting of 81.8 per cent private
business enterprises, 10.4 per cent corporate enterprises, 2.1 per cent international joint
ventures, and 3.6 per cent international wholly owned enterprises. Only 2.1 per cent of
the current sample is made up of state-owned enterprises.
With respect to the industry of the firm, Table 5.1 reported that over a half (58.9
per cent) of the firms were engaged in electronic and electrical appliances industries,
about one fifth (17.8 per cent) were involved in telecommunication, computer and IT
accessories industries, and the rest were embedded in toys industry.

5.1.2 Respondent Characteristics
Table 5.2 provided a summary of the characteristics of the respondent managers.
The current study’s respondent managers are consisted mostly of senior managers with
university or above education. With respect to organizational seniority, about one tenth
13.8 per cent of the current respondents were founding fathers of the firms surveyed.
In addition, more than half of respondents (57.9 per cent) were top and middle
managers. Besides, less than one third of the respondents were technical staff members.
This implied that the quality of the data collected can be reassured as the majority of
the respondents were senior staff who should be knowledgeable and well-informed of
the surveyed firms’ past, current and future developments.
With respect to education, Table 5.2 revealed that an absolute majority (93.8 per
cent) of the respondents had university or above education. Less than one tenth (6.2
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per cent) were graduated from middle school. This meant that a better understanding
of the questionnaires could be provided since most of the respondents had a good
education background (Helliwell and Putnam, 1999).
With respect to the issue of “how long they have worked in the firm”, Table 5.2
showed that more than half (57.3 per cent) claimed that they have worked for the firm
longer than 3 years while 42.7 per cent worked for less than 3 years, inclusively. Since
the target sample of the study is international new venture which means the firm is
relatively young, the respondents who worked for the company for more than 3 years
can be regarded long enough to know the firm well. In that case, the answer quality
can be guaranteed.
Table 5.2 Respondent Characteristics
Respondent Characteristics

Percentage

Number

Founders

13.8%

26

Top and Middle Managers

57.9%

111

Technical staff

28.3%

55

Total

100%

192

University or above

93.8%

180

Middle school

6.2%

12

Total

100%

192

Longer than 3 years

57.3%

110

Less than 3 years

42.7%

82

Total

100%

192

None

36.5%

70

Small portion

50.5%

97

Big portion

10.4%

20

All

2. 6%

5

Total

100%

192

Organizational Seniority

Education

Working Time

Ratio of Returnee Manager

59

With respect to the ratio of returnee in the firm’s management team, Table 5.2
indicated that while about one third (36.5 per cent) indicated that they had no returnee
managers, nearly two third (60.9 per cent) reported that they had returnee managers
with: 50.5 per cent having a small portion of returnee employees in their firms, 10.4
percent having a big portion of returnee employees in their firms, and 2.6 per cent
having all managerial positions filled up by returnee managers. In sum, most of the
firms in the sample have returnee managers working in the firm.
5.1.3 Exporting Firms’ Characteristics
Table 5.3 reported the respondent firms’ export destination and export intensity.
With respect to types of exporting countries, as shown in Table 5.3, more than half
(51.6 per cent) reported that they exported to both developed and developing countries.
Slightly more than one third (39.6 per cent) exported to developed countries only,
while less than one tenth (8.8 per cent) exported to just developing countries. The
current pattern of findings tended to reinforce previous work in IE area (Yamakawa et
al., 2008; Peng, 2003; Lee et al., 2007; Puffer and McCarthy, 2001) that INVs usually
prefer developed countries as their export destination markets.
With respect to ratio of foreign trade sales amount to total sales of the firm, as
reported in Table 5.3, over half (55.2 per cent) indicated that export sales accounted
for over 80 per cent of the total sales. Besides, about one third (29.7 per cent) reported
that 60-80 per cent of the total sales came from exporting. As a whole, an absolute
majority of the current sample had very high export intensity meaning that these firms
were export oriented and tended to derive their sales mostly from overseas markets.
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Table 5.3 Exporting Firms’ Characteristics
Exporting Characteristics

Percentage

Number

Both developed and developing countries

51.6%

99

Only developed countries

39.6%

76

Only developing countries

8.8%

17

Total

100%

192

Types of Exporting Countries

Ratio of Foreign Trade Sales Amount to Total Sales
Exporting: over 80%

55.2%

106

Exporting: 40% to 80%

29.7%

57

Exporting: Less than 40%

15.1%

29

Total

100%

192

5.2 Statistic Test of Common Method Bias
After collecting the data, this study adopts Harman’s one-factor test to check
against the potential problem of common method variance. An exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) is performed on independent and moderator variables in this study.
Table 5.4 reports the result of EFA. If common method variance is a serious problem,
a single factor is expected to emerge from a factor analysis or one general factor to
account for most the covariance in the independent and criterion variables (Podsakoff,
MacKenzie, & Lee, 2003). As it is reported in Table 5.4, ten factors are extracted with
Eigen-values greater than one. Furthermore, no general factor was appeared in the
unrotated factor structure. Factor 1 explains less than 24 per cent of the variance.
Therefore, this post hoc test suggests that common method variance is not a big
problem in this study.
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Table 5.4 the Unrotated Component Matrix of Independent Variables (EFA)*
Scale
item

and

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Cognitive Flexibility
CF1

.732

CF2

.781

CF3

.656

CF4

.786

Structural Flexibility
STRUF1

.709

STRUF2

.835

STRUF 3

.810

Strategic Flexibility
STRAF1

.623

STRAF2

.784

STRAF3

.770

STRAF4

.663

Information Acquisition Capability
INFO1

.724

INFO2

.798

INFO3

.792

Exploratory Learning Capability
EXPL1

.676

EXPL2

.797

EXPL3

.766

EXPL4

.654

EXPL5

.681

Adaptive Capability
ADAPT1

.846

ADAPT2

.871

ADAPT3

.862

Network Ties
NET1

.669

NET2

.744

NET3

.753

NET4

.747

NET5

.746

Eigenvalue

10.053

6.898

4.010

2.390

2.031

1.930

1.562

1.319

1.200

1.038

Variance
Explained
KMO

23.379

16.042

9.326

5.559

4.724

4.488

3.632

3.066

2.791

2.414

.826
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Key on constructs:
Cognitive Flexibility
CF1
Senior managers are encouraged to “think outside the box”.
CF2
Different views are encouraged among senior managers.
CF3
Unusual and exciting ideas are highly valued in our firm.
CF4
It is not difficult to change routines that guide how things are currently done in our firm.
Structural Flexibility
STRUF1 Communication is encouraged among different departments in our firm.
STRUF2 Senior managers can undertake responsibilities outside the firm’s function permission.
STRUF 3 Senior managers can undertake multiple tasks.
Strategic Flexibility
STRAF1 Our firm can produce samples quickly.
STRAF2 Our firm buys technology from other firms.
STRAF3 Our firm can transfer most of R&D work to other firms.
STRAF4 Our firm can develop new exporting products to gain new technology.
Information Acquisition Capability
INFO1
Our firm can acquire the information required to understand foreign customer needs.
INFO2
Our firm can acquire information necessary to identify overseas market opportunities.
INFO3
Our firm can acquire the information needed to comply with the requirements and
expectations of foreign trading partners.
Exploratory Learning Capability
EXPL1
In information search, our firm discuss about project strategies that involved
experimentation and high market risks.
EXPL2
In information search, prefer to explore new foreign customer to encourage innovation.
EXPL3
The aim of our firm is to acquire knowledge to develop a project that led us into new
areas of learning such as new foreign markets and technological areas.
EXPL4
Our firm collects novel information and ideas that go beyond our current foreign market
and technological experiences.
EXPL5
The aim of our firm is to collect new information that forced us to learn new things in
the foreign business development.
Adaptive Capability
ADAPT1 Our firm meet a foreign customer’s demand of product and service specifications.
ADAPT2 Our firm can tailor products and services according to a foreign customer’s request.
ADAPT3 Our firm respond quickly to demand for a product price change from a foreign customer.
Network Ties
NET1
Our firm develops new customers from the cooperation with the major buyer.
NET2
Our firm gets critical information for innovation from cooperation with the major buyer.
NET3
Our firm gets help from the major buyer when apply for a patent.
NET4
Our firm gets help from the major buyer for new product launch.
NET5
The major buyer introduces new customer to our firm.

5.3 Construct Validity and Reliability
5.3.1 Construct Validity
Construct validity evaluates systematic variance in an item corresponding to the
target construct (Davis, 1986). Construct validity is generally defined as the degree to
which a concept achieves theoretical and empirical meaning within the overall
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structure of one’s theory (Bagozzi, 1980), or the degree to which the measures’ true
score corresponds to the conceptual variable that the measure is intended to
operationalize. Although most of the measurements in this study were culled from
prior studies, some wordings of independent variables were modified, and new items
were added to adapt the measures into international entrepreneurship context.
Therefore, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was carried out to test if the data collected
in the study possesses preliminarily satisfactory construct validity. Table 5.4 represents
the unrotated component matrix for independent and moderating variables. It can be
seen that all the items fall into the right constructs, which indicates a preliminary
satisfaction on construct validity.

5.3.1.1 Content Validity
Content validity refers to the extent to which the measurement items of a
construct actually represent the theoretical meaning of that construct (Srite, 2000).
Content validity generally has two perspectives: theoretical meaningfulness of
concepts and observational meaningfulness of concepts. Theoretical meaningfulness
of concepts requires the theoretical definition of each concept adequately describes
that concept and be based on theory. Observational meaningfulness of concepts
captures the relationship between the theoretical concepts and their measures. The
measures need correspond to their underlying constructs. Since content validity is
usually subject to researchers’ subjective rather than to empirical judgement,
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Karahanna (1993) proposes that content validity can be justified by examining how
these scales were derived and validated in prior studies.
To ensure content validity of the scales, the definitions and items of the constructs
in this study are (1) adapted from prior studies and substantiated by rich literature
review, and (2) refined through interviews in a pilot study. The final instruments are
perceived as easy to understand by most managers in the pilot study. The items of each
variable can reflect practitioners’ business operations.

5.3.1.2 Convergent Validity
Technically, convergent validity can be evaluated by item reliability, construct
composite reliability and average variance extracted (AVE) (Chau, 1997). Item
reliability indicates the amount of variance in a measure due to the construct rather
than the error. Item reliability is achieved if items have significant factor loadings of
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 1995). Average variance extracted (AVE) indicates the
amount of variance in the item explained by the construct relative to the amount due
to measurement error. The recommended value of AVE is 0.50 or above. As Table 5.5
shown, all the value of construct composite reliability, AVE and item reliability is
above recommended value, indicating a good convergent validity.

5.3.1.3 Nomological Validity
Nomological validity refers to the degree to which a new measure fits lawfully
into a network of expected relationships. Nomological validity is accessed if predicted
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theoretical relationships containing investigated constructs are significant. If a scale
indeed measures its underlying construct, predictions of the formal theoretical model
should be proved by empirical data analysis. Generally speaking, nomological validity
of this study is satisfied by the results of hypothesis examination in the following
sections.

5.3.2 Reliability
Reliability is used to measure the internal consistency of a measurement
instrument, capturing the extent to which a measurement item is free from random
error (Nunnally, 1978). Reliability reflects the proportion of variance in the observed
score due to the true score. Reliability can be assessed by two measures: Cronbach’s
alpha and SEM estimates of construct reliabilities. The first measure, Cronbach’s alpha,
is one of the most widely applied coefficients in evaluating reliability. Nunnally (1967)
suggests that an alpha value of 0.7 or higher is normally considered an acceptable level
and a value of 0.60 or above is considered sufficient for exploratory research. The
second measure, composite reliability or construct reliability, assesses how the items
of a scale reflect a common underlying construct (Spector, 1992). Construct composite
reliability is assessed based on the criteria that the indicator’s estimated pattern
coefficient is significant on it underlying factors (Nunnally, 1978). It is calculated as:
(square of summation of factor loadings)/ [(square of summation of factor loading) +
(summation of error variances)] (Chau & Hu, 2001). The recommended value of
composite reliability is 0.70 or above.
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As shown in Table 5.5, most of the original construct values of Cronbach’s alpha
in this study are above 0.7, with one of 0.673, indicating a satisfactory reliability. And
as can be seen, the value of Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability for each
variable is above recommended level, indicating satisfactory reliability.

Table 5.5 Factor Loading, Composite Reliability, Cronbach’s Alpha, and AVE for
Latent Constructs
Construct

Cognitive Flexibility
CF1
Senior managers are encouraged to
“think outside the box”.
CF2
Different views are encouraged
among senior managers.
CF3
Unusual and exciting ideas are
highly valued in our firm.
CF4
It is not so difficult to change the
routines that guide how things are
currently done in our firm.
Structural Flexibility
STRUF1 Communication is encouraged
among different departments.
STRUF2 Senior managers can undertake
responsibilities outside the firm’s
function permission.
STRUF 3 Senior managers under take
multiple tasks.
Strategic Flexibility
STRAF1 Our firm produce samples quickly.
STRAF2 Our firm buys technology from
other firms.
STRAF3 Our firm can transfer most of R&D
work to other firms.
STRAF4 Our firm develop new exporting
products to gain new technology.
Information Acquisition Capability
INFO1
Our firm can acquire the
information required to understand
foreign customer needs.
INFO2
Our firm can acquire the
information necessary to identify
overseas market opportunities.
INFO3
Our firm can acquire the
information needed to comply with
the requirements and expectations
of foreign trading partners.

Standardized
Factor
Loading

Composite
Reliability

Cronbach’s
Alpha

AVE

.826

.882

.544

.809

.753

.589

.757

.673

.544

.810

.873

.587

.718
.769
.649
.806

.615
.836

.831

.552
.775
.752
.551

.725

.788

.784
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Exploratory Capability
EXPL1
In information search, our firm
discuss project strategies involved
high market risks.
EXPL2
In information search, we prefer to
explore new foreign customer
needs to encourage marketing
innovation.
EXPL3
The aim of our firm is to acquire
knowledge to develop a project
that led us into new areas of
learning such as new foreign
markets and technological areas.
EXPL1
In information search, our firm
discuss about project strategies that
involved experimentation and high
market risks.
EXPL2
In information search, we prefer to
explore new foreign customer
needs to encourage marketing
innovation.
Adaptive Capability
ADAPT1 Our firm can meet a foreign
customer’s demand in terms of
product and service specifications.
ADAPT2 Our firm tailor products/services
according to customer’s request.
ADAPT3 Our firm can respond quickly to the
demand for a product price change
from a foreign customer.
International Performance
IP1
The overseas market shares.
IP2
The profitability from overseas
expansion of our firm.
IP3
The return on investment through
overseas sales of our firm.
IP4
The increase in foreign customer
satisfaction of our firm.

.779

.798

.522

.876

.926

.701

.875

.901

.636

.437

.771

.711

.563

.707

.817

.866
.828

.774
.848
.788
.778

5.4 Assessment of Structural Model
On the top of the satisfaction of the construct models, the goodness-of- fit of the
whole model is examined in SEM. SEM provides a number of model fit index, such
as chi-square/degree of freedom, Goodness-of- fit (GFI), Adjusted GFI (AGFI),
Normed Fit Index (NFI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and Root Mean Square Error
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of Approximation (RMSEA). Researchers propose that the measure of chi-square /
degree of freedom with a threshold of less than 2.0 or 3.0 indicating good model fit
(Carmines & McIver, 1981). GFI indicates the proportion of observed covariance
explained by model-implied covariance. AGFI includes a built- in adjustment for
model complexity by correcting downward the value of GFI as the number of
parameters increases (Kline, 1998). NFI indicates the proposition in the improvement
of overall fit of researcher’s model relative to a null hypothesis that assumes no
correction among observed variables. CFI is a modified version of NFI, interpreted in
the same way but less affected by sample size. Table 5.6 presents the recommended
values for these measures based on the rule of thumb, and the exact measurement value
for the model used in this study. The values are all above the recommended, which
indicates a good model fit. Therefore, this model is acceptable for further hypothesis
analysis.

Table 5.6 Recommended Value of Goodness-of-fit Measures and Measurement
Value for the Model in Test
Goodness-of-fit Measure

Recommended Measurement Value
Value
for the Tested Model

Chi-square/degree of freedom

<= 2.00

264.76/199=1.33

Goodness-of-fit Index (GFI)

>= 0.90

0.901

Adjusted Goodness-of-fit Index (AGFI)

>= 0.80

0.863

Normed Fit Index (NFI)

>= 0.90

0.906

Comparative Fit Index (CFI)

>= 0.90

0.974

of <= 0.10

0.042

Root
Mean
Approximation
(RMSEA)

Square

Error
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5.5 Path Analysis
5.5.1 Examination of the Current Hypothesized Mediation Model
To examine the extent of mediation for dynamic capabilities over the relationship
between flexibilities and international performance, the three conditions necessary for
mediation are tested (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Firstly, independent variables (i.e.
cognitive flexibility, structural flexibility and strategic flexibility) must be related to
mediators (i.e. exploratory learning capability, information acquisition capability and
adaptive learning capability). Second, mediators must be related to dependent
variables (international performance). Third, the previous significant relationship
between independent variables and dependent variables should be eliminated or
substantially reduced when mediators are account for. Figure 2 shows the hypothesized
mediation model. Table 5.7 reports the statistics concerned in the test of mediation.

Figure 2

The first condition which requires predictors being related to mediators has been
examined by the path coefficients in hypothesized model. The third column in Table
5.7 shows that cognitive flexibility, structural flexibility and strategic flexibility are
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significantly related to mediators. H2a, H2b and H2c are all supported, indicating that
an INV’s cognitive flexibility, structural flexibility and strategic flexibility have direct
positive effects on the INV’s international performance.
The second condition is examined by path coefficients from mediators to
dependent variables. As shown the third column in Table 5.7, significant relationships
exist between capabilities (i.e. exploratory learning capability and adaptive capability)
and international performance. H2b3 and H2c3 are supported. Nonetheless, as prior
expected, information acquisition capability is not significantly related to international
performance.

Table 5.7 Test of Mediation: Comparison of Standardized Path Coefficients for
Direct and Hypothesized Models
Description of Path
Direct Model Hypothesized Model
st
1 Condition: Flexibility-Dynamic Capability Relationships
Cognitive Flexibility (+)? Information 0.506***
Acquisition Capability
Structural Flexibility (+)? Exploratory 0.596**
Learning Capability
Strategic Flexibility (+)? Adaptive 0.310***
Capability
2nd Condition: Dynamic Capability-International Performance Relationships
Exploratory Learning Capability (+)? 0.184*
International Performance
Adaptive Capability (+)? International 0.265**
Performance
Information Acquisition Capability (+)? 0.191
International Performance
3rd Condition: Change of Effects
Cognitive Flexibility (+)? International 0.236*
0.164
Performance
Structural Flexibility (+)? International 0.179*
0.109
Performance
Strategic Flexibility (+)? International 0.203*
0.068
Performance
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To satisfy the third condition, flexibilities (i.e. cognitive flexibility, structural
flexibility and strategic flexibility) must have significant relationship with
international performance in direct model. As shown in Table 5.7, the path coefficients
reported in second column reveals that all the flexibility dimensions are positively
related to international performance. Furthermore, the comparison of path coefficients
in the two models shows the mediating roles of exploratory learning capability and
adaptive capability over the relationships between flexibility dimensions and
international performance. Firstly, exploratory learning capability mediates the
relationship between structural flexibility and international performance. Secondly,
adaptive capability mediates the relationship between strategic flexibility and
international performance. Thirdly, information acquisition capability does not have a
mediating effect on the relationship between cognitive flexibility and international
performance. Thus, H2b2 and H2c2 are supported while H2a2 is rejected. After the
mediators “exploratory learning capability and adaptive capability” are controlled, the
relationships between structural flexibility and international performance as well as
strategic flexibility and international performance are not significant any more, which
suggests a full mediation.

5.5.2 Testing of Alternative Models
It has been suggested that researchers should compare rival models and not just
test a proposed model (Rust, Lee, & Valente, 1995). To assess the mediating roles of
dynamic capabilities, three rival models are built up for comparison with the
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hypothesized mediation model (Figure 2), including a partial mediation model (Figure
3), in which direct and indirect effects of flexibility on international performance are
included, and a full model (Figure 4), in which the relationships between all the three
dimensions of flexibility on the three mediators are included. Researchers (Morgan &
Hunt, 1994; Rust, Lee, & Valente, 1995) suggest the most common statistical tests for
model comparison between a proposed (1) overall fit of the competing models relative
to degrees of freedom; (2) number of hypothesized parameters that are significant; and
(3) ability to explain the variance in the outcome of interest. Table 5.8 shows the model
statistics of each model. Table 5.9 summarizes the testing sequence.

Figure 3
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Figure 4
Table 5.8 Model Statistics
Model
Hypothesized
Mediation
model
Partial
Mediation
Model
Full model

Chi2
264.76

P
0.000

d.f.
199

GFI
0.901

CFI
0.974

NFI
0.906

RMSEA
0.042

257.22

0.000

196

0.903

0.976

0.909

0.040

253.50

0.000

193

0.905

0.976

0.910

0.041

Table 5.9 Nested Model Testing Sequence and Difference Tests
Chi2 diff.
Hypothesized mediation model
vs. Partial mediation model

7.54

d.f.
diff.
3

Hypothesized mediation model
vs. Full model

11.26

6

P

> 0.10

> 0.10

Model
Preference
Hypothesized
mediation
model
Hypothesized
mediation
model

At the first step, hypothesized mediation model is compared with partial
mediation model. Based on hypothesized mediation model, partial mediation model
posits three additional paths (i.e. three direct paths from flexibilities to international
performance). Although chi-square of partial mediation model is a bit lower than
hypothesized mediation model, the difference in chi-square is insignificant (See Table
5.8), indicating the identical goodness-of-fit statistics of these two models.
Furthermore, all the additional paths in partial mediation model are insignificant.
Therefore, the more parsimonious hypothesized mediation model provides a better fit
with the data than the partial mediation model.
Secondly, hypothesized mediation model is compared with full model. Based on
hypothesized mediation model, full model posits six additional paths (i.e. six more
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direct paths from flexibilities to mediators other than the hypothesized mediation
model has included). Although chi-square of full model is a bit lower than
hypothesized mediation model, the difference in chi-square is insignificant (See Table
5.8), indicating the identical goodness-of-fit statistics of these two models.
Furthermore, most of the additional paths in full model are insignificant. Therefore,
the more parsimonious hypothesized mediation model provides a better fit with the
data than the full model.
To sum up, the hypothesized mediation model is the most ideal mediation model
for our study.

5.5.3 Testing of Hypotheses
Table 5.10 represents the standardized maximum likelihood path coefficients
regarding direct effects for the hypothesized model.
H1a, H1b and H1c were all supported in that INV’s cognitive flexibility (β=.236,
p<.05), structural flexibility (β=.179, p<.05) and strategic flexibility (β=.203, p<.05)
all have positive impact on INV’s international performance.
As shown in Table 5.10, support was found in that INV’s different flexibilities
have positive relationships with its dynamic capabilities. The relationship from
cognitive flexibility to information acquisition capability is the strongest among the
three relationships above.
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Table 5.10 Significance of Direct Individual Paths
Hypothesis Description of Path
Number
Direct Effects: Flexibility-Performance
H1a
Cognitive Flexibility (+)? International
Performance
H1b
Structural Flexibility (+)? International
Performance
H1c
Strategic Flexibility (+)? International
Performance
Flexibility-Dynamic Capability
H2a1
Cognitive Flexibility (+)? Information
Acquisition Capability
H2b1
Structural Flexibility (+)? Exploratory
Learning Capability
H2c1
Strategic
Flexibility (+)?
Adaptive
Capability
Mediating effects
H2a2
Information
Acquisition
capability
positively mediates Cognitive FlexibilityInternational Performance Relationship
H2b2
Exploratory Learning Capability positively
mediates Structural Flexibility-International
Performance Relationship
H2c2
Adaptive Capability positively mediates
Strategic
Flexibility-International
Performance Relationship
Dynamic Capability-International performance
H2b3
Exploratory Learning Capability (+)?
International Performance
H2c3
Adaptive Capability (+)? International
Performance
Relationships between Dynamic Cpabilities
H3a
Information Acquisition Capability (+)?
Exploratory Learning Capability
H3b
Information Acquisition Capability (+)?
Adaptive Capability

Coefficient

0.236*

Supported

0.179*

Supported

0.203*

Supported

0.506***

Supported

0.596***

Supported

0.310***

Supported

-

Rejected

-

Supported

-

Supported

0.184*

Supported

0.265**

Supported

0.217***

Supported

0.579**

Supported

As shown in Table 5.10, cognitive flexibility has a significant positive impact on
information acquisition capability (β=.506, p<.001), supporting H2a1. In addition, the
coefficient (β=.596) between structural flexibility and exploratory learning capability
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is significant at 0.001, which indicates the positive relationship between structural
flexibility and exploratory learning capability. The coefficient (β=.310, p<.0001)
between strategic flexibility and adaptive capability is significant at 0.001, which
indicates the positive relationship between strategic flexibility and adaptive capability.
In sum, H2a1, H2b1 and H2c1 were supported.
As prior expected, information acquisition capability has positive effect on both
exploratory learning capability (β=.217, p<.0001) and adaptive capability (β=.579,
p<.005). H3a and H3b were supported. Furthermore, positive impacts of both
exploratory learning capability (coefficient=0.184, p<0.05) and adaptive capability
(coefficient=0.265, p<0.001) on INV’s international performance are demonstrated,
and H2b3 and H2c3 are supported. Specifically, adaptive capability has a stronger
effect on INV’s international performance. Yet, information acquisition capability has
no significant impact on INV’s international performance (p>.1). The current findings
reinforced Lu et al.’s study (2010) results whereby INV’s adaptive capacity has a
positive performance impact while information acquisition capacity has no significant
impact on international performance.

5.5.4 Examination of Moderating Effects
H4a-c posit the moderating effects of network ties over the linkage among
cognitive flexibility on information acquisition capability and information acquisition
capabilities on exploratory learning and adaptive capability. This study follows Ping’s
(1995) guidelines for the evaluation of structural models with interaction terms.
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However, the introduction of product term may cause collinearity. Therefore, this
study follows researchers’ suggestion (e.g. Little, Bovaird, & Widaman, 2006) to use
residual centering to generate product term to test the interaction effects.
For moderating effects of network ties with primary buyer, the product term of
network ties with primary buyer and cognitive flexibility is positively related to
information acquisition capability (β=.219, p<.05). It means that when network ties
with primary buyer increases one unit, the positive relationship between cognitive
flexibility and information acquisition capability will be strengthened by 21.9 per cent.
As such, hypothesis 4a is supported. The product term of network ties with primary
buyer and information acquisition capability is positively related to exploratory
learning (β=.388, p<.0001). It means that when network ties with primary buyer
increases one unit, the positive relationship between information acquisition capability
and exploratory learning capability will be strengthened by 38.8 per cent. As such,
hypothesis 4b is supported. The product term of network ties with primary buyer and
information acquisition capability is negatively related to adaptive capability (β=-.186,
p<.001). It means that when network ties with primary buyer increases one unit, the
positive relationship between information acquisition capability and adaptive
capability will be weakened by 18.6 per cent. As such, hypothesis 4c is supported.
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Table 5.11 Significance of Product Term
Hypothesis No.

Description of Path

Coefficient

H4a

Product term of network ties with primary buyer and information

0.219*

acquisition capability (+)? Information Acquisition Capability
H4b

Product term of network ties with primary buyer and Information

0.388***

Acquisition Capability (+)? Exploratory Learning Capability
H4c

Product term of network ties with primary buyer and information

-0.186**

acquisition capability (+)? Adaptive capability
Goodness-of-fit

Chi2/d.f.:823.65/378; GFI=0.891; NFI=0.902; CFI=0.941; RMSEA=0.055
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Figure 5 summarizes the results of the model.
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION
This study investigates impacts of the INV firms’ different flexibility (involving
cognitive, structural, and strategic flexibilities) on its internationalization
consequences, and takes into account the mediating effects of various dynamic
capabilities (i.e. adaptive, information acquisition, and organizational learning
capabilities) over the linkage between the flexibility predictors and internationalization
consequences. The study also examines the moderating roles of INV’s network ties
within an industrial cluster in strengthening or weakening the relationships among
flexibility and dynamic capabilities.

6.1 Contributions
This study contributes to the IE research area in two major ways. First, this study
ascertains the predictor role of flexibility in fostering different dynamic capabilities
that are critical for superior performance of INVs.
Specifically, our study shows that entrepreneurs/team members’ exploratory
learning capability mediates the positive effect of their structural flexibility on the
INV’s international performance. If entrepreneurs and top management team members
have a higher structural flexibility, they would be more receptive to taking up job
rotations in different departments, accepting job responsibilities across functions, and
becoming accountable for multiple businesses, and hence be more likely to be exposed
to opportunities to learn and innovate for different product/market combinations, and
develop their exploratory learning capabilities as a result. Exploratory learning
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capability is found to be critical to the performance of international new ventures in
many studies before (Zahra et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2010; etc.).
Furthermore, our study also finds out that entrepreneurs/team members’ adaptive
capability mediates the positive effect of their strategic flexibility adaptive capability
on the INV’s international performance. There used to be little or no studies in the
extant literature that explore into the entrepreneurial firm itself to account for its own
adaptive capabilities before. While in this study, it is argued that entrepreneurs and top
management team members that are characterized by a high strategic flexibility could
apply new technologies, fundamentally renew products, create new product market
combinations, and dismantle of current strategy (Volberda, 1996; Zhou et al., 2007).
Such a kind of strategic flexibility could help the firm to adapt to different
customer/market requirements and hence help the entrepreneurial firm to capture
diverse opportunities in foreign markets.
Our findings show that both exploratory learning capability and adaptive
capability mediate the relationship between flexibilities and international performance,
while information acquisition capability does not. This finding correspond to some
previous work in IE area that the capabilities of entrepreneurial firms to acquire
information may be necessary but not sufficient in themselves for the creation of
sustainable competitive advantages for successful internationalization (Lu et al., 2010).
Second, this study uncovers the potential contextual effect of an INV’s network
ties within an industrial cluster in strengthening/weakening the flexibility-capability
linkages.
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Concerned about the moderating effects of network ties with INV’s major foreign
buyer, our study shows that more network ties with major foreign buyer strengthens
the positive cognitive flexibility-information acquisition capability relationship and
the positive information acquisition capability-exploratory learning capability
relationship, while weakens the positive information acquisition capability-adaptive
capability relationship. It indicates that too many network ties with just one buyer may
inhabit INV from adapting more quickly to the changing environment.
To sum up, although this study is set in the context of Chinese INVs, our
conceptual model of the resource–capability–performance linkage should also apply
to firms in a wide range of emerging economies (Peng, 2001; Yamakawa et al., 2008;
Yiu et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2010). The findings give empirical support
to the capability-building view, which asserts the importance of firm-specific resources
and the development of dynamic capabilities to enhance the productivity of other
resources possessed by the firm (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; Sirmon et al., 2007; Teece
et al., 1997). Furthermore, this study also fills the gap that little studies in IE area pays
attention to the moderating effects of industrial cluster characteristics on the
relationship among different capabilities of INVs.

6.2 Research and Practical Implications
An important implication for future research is that flexibility can be regarded as
a firm-specific resource to address entrepreneurial activities. Previous studies usually
regarded flexibility as a capability. While in this study, flexibility is argued to be a
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resource which extends resource-based view theory and set a new angle that flexibility
can be argued to be a predictor of firm’s various capabilities.

Also, we examined the relationships among INV’s different capabilities. Findings
show that different capabilities (in terms of information acquisition capability,
adaptive capability and exploratory learning capability) have effects on each other.
Future research can probe deeper into the relationships between and among different
capabilities by distinguishing different types of capabilities including dynamic and
substantive capabilities (Zahra et al. 2006), and examining how these capabilities
affect each other within a firm’s operations.
In addition, it would be worthwhile to examine whether our model based on the
emerging economy of China is generalizable to other economies, including mature
advanced economies or other emerging market economies.
From a practical view, for managers of entrepreneurial firms that intend to
internationalize, our findings suggest that they should develop different flexibility to
adapt to quick-changing international markets, and to explore into new product/market
opportunities. Besides, for these young entrepreneurial firms, they should be reminded
that sticking too closely in relationship with one primary foreign buyer may harm the
growth of these young firms.

6.3 Limitations and Future Research
This study has several limitations that future research should address.
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Firstly, the majority of our sample firms came from traditional, low-technology
industries (low-tech electronics and toys industries) in a developing country (China).
The resultant findings may or may not be generalizable to those entrepreneurial firms
in knowledge-intensive and high-technology industries. Future researchers are
encouraged to replicate the current research study by using a sample of high-tech firms
such as those operated in various science parks in China so as to test whether this
model can be applied.
Secondly, future researchers may use more quantitative measures to assess the
characteristics of network ties. For instance, Al-Laham and Souitaris (2008) measured
industrial cluster’s different characteristics quantitatively. A cluster's “international
alliance intensity” was measured by sum of all prior alliances at the cluster level
established by any organizational types that involve at least one international partner,
whereas a cluster's “simple density with public research institutions” was measured by
the total number of public research institutions located in a cluster.
Thirdly, to examine whether common method bias is a big concern in this study,
one of the most widely used techniques, namely EFA, has been used to address this
issue. Recently, scholars suggest that compared with exploratory factor analysis,
confirmatory factor analysis is a more sophisticated test to examine whether a single
factor can account for all of the variance in data (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Lee,
2003). As such, future studies are suggested to use confirmatory factor analysis in
addressing the issue of common method bias. In addition, only one respondent was
asked to complete the questionnaire in this study which may cause common method
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bias as well. Future studies may collect data from multiple respondents (i.e. one
respondent complete a section of the questionnaire while another respondent complete
the other section) so as to address the common method bias.
Fourth, another limitation of this study is that the firms in our sample do not
represent a random sample. Although the current sample fulfills the definitive
characteristics of INVs in terms of the respondent firms started their own exporting
operations within the first six years of establishment, a number of the surveyed firms
survived over time and participated in this survey after establishing for more than a
decade ago. These latter firms were arguably successful international new ventures.
One might assume that firms in our sample had better performance than those firms
that did not survive. In other words, the current sample is subject to survivor bias.
Future research may probe into that whether these unsuccessful INVs still fit our model.
Furthermore, longitudinal study could be used to minimize the survivor bias of this
study. Tracking the same international new ventures, the differences observed in those
international new ventures are less likely to be the result of survivor bias.
Last, this study examined the mediating effects of dynamic capabilities including
information acquisition capability, exploratory learning capability and adaptive
capability on the flexibility-performance relationship. Future research may examine
other dynamic capabilities related to entrepreneurial firms’ internationalization such
as absorptive capabilities (Lane, Salk, & Lyles, 2001), exploitative learning capability
(March, 1988), etc. Other newly defined constructs related to firm’s capacities such as
capability upgrading (Zhou et al., 2010) may also be considered in the future’s work.
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According to Zahra et al. (2006), whereas dynamic capability may not have a direct
impact on performance, there exists a kind of capability called substantive capability
that has significant performance impact. Additional studies in the IE research should
probe further into different types of capabilities on INVs’ performance.
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APPENDIX Ⅰ
Survey on Flexibility and Performance of International New ventures

Session One: Company’s Background Information

1.1 Are you the founder of your firm? □ Yes □ No
1.2 Your position in company is
□ Top-level manager □ Middle manager
□ Technical staff □ Others:__________
1.3 How many years have you worked in this firm? ________
1.4 Your highest level of education
□ High School □ Bachelor degree □ Post-graduate or above □ Others:______
1.5In which year was your company established? ________
1.6 After the foundation of your company, in which phase did your company start export
business?
□ Right after foundation □ 1-3years □4-6years □7-9years □more than 10 years
1.7 In the first 6 years after the foundation of your company, in which kind of
countries/regions did your company do the exporting business?
□ Developed countries:
North America: ________
Europe: _________
Asia: ________
□ Developing countries:
Asia: __________
East Europe: __________
South America: __________
Africa: __________
Middle East: ___________
1.7 In the first 6 years after the foundation of your company, what is the appropriate
percentage of your company’s different trade form?
_____%exporting _____%importing _____%licensing _____%OEMs
_____%FDI _____%subsidiary abroad _____%others: ________ (Total 100%)
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1.8 In the first 6 years after the foundation of your company, what is the appropriate
percentage of your company’s foreign sales to the total sales?
□ ＜20%
□ 20%-39%
□ 40%-59%
□ 60%-79%
□ 80%-100%
1.9 In the first 6 years after the foundation of your company, among the top management
team members in your company, how many of them are overseas returnees?
□none □less than half □more than half □all
1.10 What major industry does your company get involved in production?
(select one only)
□ IT □ telecommunications □ electronics □ others: ________
1.11 How many full-time employees are there in your company?
□ ‹50 □ 50-99 □ 100-199 □ 200-499 □ 500-1000 □ 1001-3000 □ ›3000
1.12 What is the total revenue of your company last year? (RMB)
□ 5-10 million
□ 10-50 million
□ 50-100 million □ more than 100 million
500 million □ more than 500 million

□ 100-

1.13 What kind of ownership best describes your company?
□ Domestic Private Enterprise □ Domestic State-owned Enterprise
□ Domestic Shareholding Enterprise : □ Private controlling □ collective controlling
□ State controlling □ Joint Venture: □ Domestic controlling □ Foreign controlling
□ Foreign Direct Investment □ Others:__________

Note: According to the information you mentioned above, your company already has some
characteristics of International New Venture.
The definition of International New Venture:
A business organization that, from inception, seeks to derive significant competitive advantage
from the use of resources and the sale of outputs in multiple countries (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994)
Please answer the following questions, considering your company as an international new venture.

Session Two: Learning capability, information acquisition capability and adaptive capability
of INVs
2.1 Please rate to what extent the following statements reflects learning of your company.
To explore new product-markets, launch new products, international new ventures explore
information unrelated to firms’ current marketing experience and market base.
Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
exploratory learning of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
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In information search, our firm discuss about project strategies that
involved experimentation and high market risks.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

In information search, we prefer to explore new foreign customer
needs to encourage marketing innovation.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The aim of our firm is to acquire knowledge to develop a project that
led us into new areas of learning such as new foreign markets and
technological areas.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm collects novel information and ideas that go beyond our
current foreign market and technological experiences.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The aim of our firm is to collect new information that forced us to
learn new things in the foreign business development.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.2 To improve productivity and efficiency, international new ventures explore information
in the current or neighborhood of their market and product knowledge base.
Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
exploitative learning of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Our firm prefers information to refine common methods and ideas in
solving problems in the project.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm prefers to search for ideas and information that can be
implemented well to ensure productivity in oversea market.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm explores information and ideas about the usual and
generally proven methods and solutions to product development
problems.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm uses information acquisition methods (e.g., survey of
current customers and competitors) that help us understand and
update foreign market experience.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm emphasizes the use of knowledge related to exiting project
experience.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.3 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
information acquisition capability of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Our firm can acquire the information required to understand foreign
customer needs.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can acquire the information necessary to identify overseas
market opportunities.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can acquire the information needed to comply with the
requirements and expectations of foreign trading partners.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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2.4 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
adaptive capability of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Our firm can meet a foreign customer’s demand in terms of product
and service specifications.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can tailor products and services according to a foreign
customer’s request.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can respond quickly to the demand for a product price
change from a foreign customer.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Session Three: Flexibility of INVs
3.1 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
cognitive flexibility of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Senior managers are encouraged to express their critical opinions
about the firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Different views are encouraged among senior managers.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Operational decision of senior managers in our firm is not affected
by the routines.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Senior managers are encouraged to question decision-making
mechanism of the firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Senior managers are encouraged to have new ways of thinking.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unusual and exciting ideas are highly valued in our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.2 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
operational flexibility of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Our firm produces in wide varieties but small volume.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can maintain excess capacity in terms of technical
demands.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can use temporary labor to adjust the size of the workforce
to shifts in product demand.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can modify production schedule to adjust the changing
product demand.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can transfer uncompleted orders to other firms.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can transfer the parts manufacturing work to other firms.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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3.3 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
structural flexibility of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Communication is encouraged among different departments in our
firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Senior managers can get to know the operations of other
departments easily.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Senior managers can undertake responsibilities outside the firm’s
function permission.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Senior managers can undertake multiple tasks.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The responsibilities of senior managers are extensive, not subject to
their own department.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.4 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
strategic flexibility of your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Our firm can produce samples quickly.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm buys technology from other firms.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can transfer most of R&D work to other firms.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can develop new exporting products to gain new
technology.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm can buy out other firms to gain new technology.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Session Four: The characteristics of the INV’s embedded industrial clusters.
Definition of Industrial Cluster:
A geographical concentration of interconnected companies with close supply links, specialist
suppliers, service providers, and related industries and institutions.
Note: Referring to the definition above, please decide whether your company locates in an
industrial cluster or not. If yes, the following questions will refer this industrial cluster as
“industrial cluster X”.
4.1 Do you think your company is in an industrial cluster?
□Yes □ No
If yes, what industrial cluster is your firm located in?
Province: __________ City: __________ Industry: __________
4.2 How many years did industrial cluster X exist?
□ ‹5 years □ 6-10 years □ 11-15 years □ 16-20 years □ ›20 years
4.3 Please rate the extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
about the internationalization of the industrial cluster that your firm is embedded in.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
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Most of the firms in industrial cluster X are export-oriented firms.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Leading firms in industrial cluster X get high sales from
international markets.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Firms in industrial cluster X export to varieties of countries.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Industrial cluster X is a foreign direct investment industrial cluster.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.4 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
the network centrality of your firm in industrial cluster X.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Our firm has more product patents than other firms in industrial
cluster X.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm has connections with most firms in industrial cluster X.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm cooperates more often with scientific research institution
than the other firms in industrial cluster X.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm gets more government cooperation projects than most
firms in industrial cluster X.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.5 In the past 3 years, please rate to what extent your managers cultivated their ties with the
following organizations?
(1=very little, 7=very much)
Foreign customer companies

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Foreign suppliers companies

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Foreign competitors companies

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.6
Identify a major foreign customer of your firm.
Briefly describe the product demand of this customer: __________
Note: The following questions will refer this major foreign customer as “Firm A”.
a. For how many years has your firm cooperated with firm A? __________
b. Please rate to what extent the relationship with firm A change with time?
(1= greatly decrease; 7= greatly increase)
The extent of close relationship

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The common goal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Business revenue

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Exporting products and types of services

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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c. Please rate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following sentences describing the
quality of your relationship with firm A.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Once the cooperation ends, our firm will lose the fixed asset
invested on firm A.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Once the cooperation ends, our firm will lose information invested
aimed at firm A.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Hope the cooperation will last long.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Willing to invest more manpower and resources to cooperate with
firm A.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
social dimension of network between your firm and firm A.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
Our firm grants a deferment of payment to Firm A without
problems.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The firm processes Firm A’s order without receiving a formal order.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The transaction with Firm A is based on informal procedures.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The transaction with Firm A is based on usual procedures without
formal agreements.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm and Firm A are strongly tied by common investments
aimed to reinforce their growth.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
cognitive dimension of network between your firm and firm A.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
The customer is a relative of the entrepreneur/of someone who
works in our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The customer often comes to our firm’s head office without reasons
related to work.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The purchase order was defined in a nonworking environment.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our entrepreneur met the customer before starting the business.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm has never had problems with the client since it has similar
interests.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The client shares the same objectives and interests of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
structural dimension of network between your firm and firm A.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
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Our firm has got new customers through Firm A.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm has got useful information from Firm A for the
development of new products.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our firm has got the support of Firm A during the achievement of
new patents.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Firm A has been very useful during the launch of a new product.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Session Five: The international performance of INVs
5.1 Please rate international performance of your firm over the past three years, in
comparison to your main competitor companies.
(1=much worse, 7=much better)
The growth in overseas markets of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The market shares in overseas markets of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The profitability from overseas expansion of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The return on investment through overseas sales of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The increase in foreign customer satisfaction of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.2 Please rate to what extent you disagree or agree with the following statements describing
the domestic market’s combination as faced by your firm.
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree)
The domestic market is quite competitive for our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The competitors of our firm are quite competitive.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The domestic market has a high degree of competition.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The domestic market has a high degree of competition in price.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5.3 Please rate domestic performance of your firm over the past three years, in comparison
to your main competitor companies.
(1=much worse, 7=much better)
The growth in domestic markets of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The market shares in domestic markets of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The profitability from domestic expansion of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The return on investment through domestic sales of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The increase in domestic customer satisfaction of our firm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Thank you for your cooperation!
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